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Faculty salary average lowest in state 
BGSU heavy with 
instructors, is state 
funding to blame? 
By Bob Moser 
EOlTOR-IH-CHIEF 
Ten years ago, President Sidney 
Ribcau promised the University 
faculty he'd help them reach 
Ohio's 70th percentile — or top 
three out of 10 — when it came 
to salaries. 
Today none of the various lev- 
els of professors and instructors 
at the University are leading 
their peers in the stale, and the 
average University educator's 
salary ranks last in Ohio (see 
chart to the right). 
Atfirstglance, the University's 
ranking is fairly embarrassing, 
according to Phil Terrie, profes- 
sor of american culture studies. 
"I think the numbers speak 
for themselves, and it hurts 
BGSU with faculty hires," 
Terrie said. 
But a more detailed break- 
down   of   salaries   at   the 
2005-06 AVERAGE FACULTY SALARIES ACROSS OHIO 
The Ohio State University and the University ot Cincinnati are considered to be "full-function research institutions," and are thought to be on a different level from BGSU and others in the state. 
It is also inherently difficult to compare BGSU's faculty salaries to others in Ohio, because at the University, 10 percent of a faculty member's salary is automatically taken out and put towards 
their retirement. For lecturers (not included for space reasons) BGSU ranks second out of five universities in Ohio at $42,503, less than $1,000 behind Wright State. 
All-Rank Average Average Salary for Full Profs    Average Salary for Assoc. Profs    Average Salary lor Assis. Profs       Average Salary for Instructors  
Ohio State - $89,998 
Cincinnati - $73,786 
Cleveland St. - $69,592 
Ohio Univ. - $68,772 
Miami - $68,470 
Youngstown - $66,042 
I Wright St. - $65,220 
Toledo-$65,061 
Kent St. - $63,809 
Akron - $63,381 
Bowling Green - $59,241 
Ohio State-$112,645 
Cincinnati - $94,036 
Miami - $92,878 
Kent St. - $90,445 
Cleveland St.-$90,134 
Toledo - $89,309 
Ohio Univ. - $88,863 
Wright St. - $88,323 
Bowling Green - $86,91 ( 
Akron - $81,767 
Youngstown - $79,986 
Ohio State-$74,194 
Miami - $69,298 
Cincinnati-$69,031 
Ohio Univ. - $66,523 
Wright St. - $66,343 
Cleveland St. - $66,038 
Bowling Green - $65,933 
Kent St. - $65,744 
Toledo - $65,229 
Youngstown - $63,919 
Akron - $59,781 
Ohio State - $65,781 
Toledo -$57,516 
Cincinnati - $54,734 
Ohio Univ. - $54,641 
Bowling Green - $53,881 
Miami - $53,840 
Youngstown - $53,345 
Kent St.-$53,193 
Wright St. - $53,093 
Cleveland St. - $52,310 
Akron - $51, 276 
Ohio State - $56,266 
Ohio Univ - $50,005 
Toledo - $49,263 
Cleveland St    $44,181 
Youngstown - $40,994 
Cincinnati - $40,363 
Akron-$37,914 
Bowling Green-$37,127 
Wright St. - $35,675 
Miami - $34,754 
Kent St. - n/a 
Source Prchmiiwy data from "2005-2006 Ohio Umvmities Faculty Salary Suiwy.' Ohio State University. March 2006 
University shows that over the 
past five years the percentage 
of the University faculty who 
are instructors has grown 
each year. 
This growing number of 
instructors is what drops the 
University down to the bottom 
of the pack for average over- 
all salary, according to Chris 
Dalton, senior vice president of 
Finance and Administration. 
BGSU is 'Instructor-heavy' 
In 2005-06, the University 
employed far more full-time 
instructors than any other public 
university in Ohio. For compari- 
son, 2,199 educators teach at The 
Ohio State University and only 11 
are at the lowest level of instructor, 
while BGSU employs 851 faculty 
— 207 of which are instructors. 
Though the number of 
instructors at the University 
leads the state. Hibeau empha- 
sized that they're valued faculty 
members who are usually here 
for the long haul. 
"They're long-term instructors, 
people who've been with us for 
an extended period of time." he 
said, adding that when monej 
comes from the state it'll allow 
more professor jobs to lie create) I 
and BGSU instructors could Ix' 
the first to fill those slots. 
But In someways, the increased 
number of instructors may water 
down the strength of a faculty!) 
Boo Most! BGNe« 
voice on campus, rente said 
"I think the growing use of full- 
time instructors and lecturers is 
vcrv problematic, because it leads 
to less and less ol a voice at the 
University for tenured and ten- 
ure-track faculty;" he added. 
Bowling Green State University 
SALARIES. PAGE 2 
\I;II.IIYI.\ 
Lacking job interest 
Graduates may not have employment because of little field attraction 
8y Kristen Vasas 
RE PORTER 
Apartments and dorm rooms are 
barren and empty. Textbooks and 
computer software packets are 
sold back for nearly half of what 
they were bought for. Degrees are 
received and graduation caps are 
tossed in the air. 
It seems as though this year's 
graduating class of '06 is finally 
prepared to go off on their own. 
But are these new college grads 
truly ready for the most challeng- 
ing obstacle in their young lives? 
Are they ready to face the chal- 
lenge of future employment? 
According to Experience, Inc.'s 
fourth Annual College Graduate 
Career Survey, only 20 percent 
of the members of the Class of 
2006 have received full time job 
offers, even though employers 
believe this is a strong hiring 
year for graduates. 
The reasoning behind this, in 
relation to the survey, was that 
employment opportunities are not 
in alignment with students' top 
areas of interest Financial services 
and accounting industries were 
found to offer the highest number 
of jobs, but this year's graduating 
class is much more interested in 
the fields of academics, commu- 
nications and the arts. 
But for some students, an 
"ideal" job is not the only job out 
there that might look good. 
Lindsey Under, a graduating 
senior majoring in musical the- 
ater, said even though theater 
would be her perfect job, she 
wouldn't turn down others that 
were offered to her. 
"It would just depend on the 
job," she said. "If I would enjoy 
doing the job, even if it wasn't the- 
ater, then I would take it and give 
it a shot." 
Under says it is important for 
students to stay realistic 
"This is a time when students 
have to do something to support 
themselves. It's better to get out 
there and find any job dien have 
the perfect job." 
But some students aren't will- 
ing to be as flexible as Under with 
their lifetime jobs. 
leni Noble, also a graduating 
senior majoring in musical the- 
I0BS. PAGE 2 
Library needed? 
By Dan Myers 
S[P(l"i' 
And Bridget tap 
CAMPUS  NEWS  EDITOR 
In a time when students would 
rather click a mouse than pull 
a book off a shelf, a library's 
purpose on campus is being 
seriously challenged. 
To meet die challenge, some 
libraries are changing — no 
longer a place to study alone 
qidetty between stacks of books, 
but a place to chatter with class- 
mates and leant cooperatively. 
Library experts say Google, 
a Web search engine, is chal- 
lenging libraries to change 
their roles. 
Patricia Steele. interim 
dean of libraries at Indiana 
University, said the widespread 
use of Google — she calls it 
"Googleization" — has prompt- 
ed researchers to question how 
people use libraries. 
"Ninety percent of people are 
starting out on a search engine 
search, usually Google, and that 
includes librarians So it raises 
big questions." Steele said. 
University freshman Anne 
I aw si in is part of the 90 percent 
who search on Google. Lawson 
said she usually studies quietly 
at the Alts Village in Kreischer- 
Ashley, venturing into Jerome 
library only when class requires 
her to. 
Sophomore  Blake   Maber 
lives off campus, and studies 
in his apartment instead ol In 
the library. 
"It's loo quiet here." Maber 
said, as he sal for the first time 
tills semester with two friends 
on the library's Till floor. 
One of those friends was 
sophomore Kevin Stanowick 
He lives in Rodgers, but his 
study time is spent at the library. 
Stanowick said he spends lour 
hours a week studying there, 
and relies totally on library 
databases when lie's research- 
ing a project, lie even rejects 
Google, because it "isn't cred- 
ible," he said. 
But Steele said most students 
aren't likely to be so faithful to 
the library, 
"We cam expect people to 
come Into the library any lon- 
ger," she said. 
That's win Indiana University 
started delivery services. 
Students can request an e-mail 
with a digital file version of a 
journal article — even some 
books. When their library can't 
gel a digital version, they offer 
to send the book to a student's 
LIBRARY. PAGE 6 
BANKING AT THE STORE: Wal- 
mart looks to create a local bank 
that will help lower prices for 
customers. There is fear the bank 
will negatively affect other local 
Bowling Green banks; PAGE 5 
'GET US OUT': Two miners in 
Australia are trapped half a mile 
under ground. Though contact 
has been made with them, res- 
cuers say it may take a couple of 
days to get them out; PAGE 14 
FOUR-DAY FORECAST    WDNESMY 
The four-day forecast is taken 
from weather.com 
Mostly 
Sunny 
High 79' 
Low: 56" 
THURSDAY 
Few 
Showers 
High: 76" 
law. 49' 
FRIDAY 
«& 
Mostly 
Cloudy 
High: 69" 
Low: 43* 
SATURDAY 
Hew 
Showers 
High: 61' 
Low. 42" 
FOR ALL THE NEWS VISIT WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
2 Tuesday. May 2.2006 WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
Ribeau still stands by salary promise 
SALARIES. FROM PAGE 1 
has a particularly young fac- 
ult\ lutause of an early buyout 
program for contrails that was 
Implemented in the earty-1990s, 
according to Richard Hebekivice 
chair of Facukj Senate 
i lie earij retirement Incentive 
program encouraged professon 
to retire early, offering them up 
to an extra five yean of "teaching 
credit." that could lx' redeemed 
(lining Iheii retirement, baaed on 
iiie number of yean theyU been 
worldng. Trie ERTP ended in 1999. 
\ significant number of fac- 
ulty did leave during that time, 
almost all of whom were pro- 
fessors, which would have 
had a "significant impact" on 
the makeup of BGSU's faculty. 
according to Dehon. 
In dieir place, the I Inivcrsirv lias 
since hired younger professors 
and instructors at a lower cost. 
In retrospect, BGSU [acuity 
could have — and should haw 
been pushed towards die top 
of Ohio's compensation list back 
in die mid-to-late 1990s, accord- 
ing to Rolien Kouehton. chair of 
1 acult) Senate. 
"It [faculty salariesi is a problem 
that should have been addressed 
yean earlier when the economy 
was robust" he said. 
I nil professors' salaries al 
BGSU rank 9th of 11 in the state. 
associate professon rank 7di of 
ii. assistant professors rank 5th 
of 11, and instructors rank Bth of 
11. Rowling (Ireen's instructors' 
average salary ranks 8th of 11 in 
(Ho, and their average lecturers' 
salary ranks 2nd of 5 in the state 
who employ lecturers. 
Ina phone interview last Friday, 
Ribeau clarified his promise to die 
faculty 10 years ago, saying that 
die goal was to get each faculty 
group to the top of their respec- 
Bve packs, not to bring BtiSU's 
all-rank average to the top three 
in Ohio. 
A common thread? 
Six of the 10 public universities 
lisleil above BC iSt J on the average 
salary rankings have faculties that 
are organized by the American 
Association of University 
Profcssots — acting as a union to 
bargain collectively for their sala- 
ries and benefits. 
An active AAUP chapter on 
campus would lie independent 
of the University, unlike Faculty 
Senate, and could arguably have 
a stronger mice on controversial 
issues Ihe last attempt to orga- 
nize Ik IwHng (teens faculty failed 
in 1994. Since then, there hasn't 
been much interest generated on 
Ihe BGSU campus. 
Boughton suspects diere may 
be reluctance among assistant 
professors who don't have ten- 
ure to "kind of pass muster, not 
make waves." 
The potential gains diat could 
come with collective bargaining 
WHO'S TEACHING YOU: A BREAKDOWN OF OHIO 
Bowling Green dwarfs other public universities in Ohio when it comes 
to the number of instructors on its faculty. Ohio State University leads 
all 11 universities in total faculty with 2,199. with Cincinnati in second 
overall with 1.241. In comparison. BGSU employs 851 faculty. 
Institution         Full Profs Assoc. Profs Assis. Profs   Instructors 
Akron 
Bowling Green 
Cincinnati 
Cleveland St. 
Kent St. 
238 260 127 63 
165 
474 
168 
217 
268 
957 
212 
226 
247 197 207 
398 
207 
226 
322 
138 
47 
13 
219 n/a 
MM 195 
750 
275 
191 
186 
92 
283 
481 
255 
172 
121 
108 
76 
Ohio SL 
Ohio Univ. 
Toledo 
11 
2 
10 
Wright St. 
Youngstown 
156 
186 
45 
41 
Source 2005-2006 Ohio Universities Faculty Salary Survey BobMoser :■   Ik* 
should excite instructors at BGSU 
more than anyone, according 
to Terrie, who was an active 
member of die BGSU faculty 
Association's failed attempt to 
organize in 1994. 
"Sntdents who get diese people 
[instructors! are getting faculty 
who are dedicated, but diey're 
overworked and horribly exploit- 
ed," he said "And that's one <>i 
the things, if we had collective 
bargaining, we could draw better 
conditions for diese instructors 
and lecturers." 
But when looking at the break- 
downs of individual levels of edu- 
cator salaries, diere's no distinct 
trend that shows faculties at the 
six unionized schools have it any 
better or worse than those at 
BGSU, Daltonsaid. 
Ihe freedom to offer salaries 
without constraints that may 
come from collective bargaining 
also help some departments at 
the University who areioniix'ling 
with the private sector to attract 
educators. 
For example, while the aver- 
age salary for an assistant pro- 
fessor at BGSU is S53.881, the 
Halting salary for a new profes- 
sor in accounting and manage- 
ment jiilonnatioiisvstems ranges 
from S90-110,000, according to 
Lawrence Kowalski. chair of the 
AMIS department. 
Grads not finding jobs fitting their interests 
JOBS, FROM PAGE 1 
.HIT. is set on going after a career 
that fits with her major. 
'I'm working with my fathers 
company for the summer and 
moling to liilumbus after that." 
she said. "I lien I'm going to move 
lo Chicago and New York City. 
since than where all the jobs are." 
lien though many of this year's 
graduating seniors don't have 
many job oilers yet. the major- 
it) believe ii "ill take them three 
months a less to find a full time 
job after graduation, according to 
Experience, Inc 
But according to die director 
of the BGSU career center. JoAnn 
Kroll, die time right before and 
after graduation is not die time to 
do a job search. 
"Sntdents should be making 
contacts and posting their resumes 
on Monster and our career center 
as soon as their freshman year!" 
Knill said. "It's never too early to 
start the hunt.'' 
Along with making contacts 
early, Kroll also says that every job 
offer you receive, you should con- 
sider. 
"Everything you find you 
should consider.  Even if vou 
don't know anything about the 
job or the company, it should be 
looked into. Keep all your oppor- 
tunities open!" 
Kroll also believes that the rea- 
son for the low job turnout this 
year is because of other factors 
besides students' top areas of 
Interest not being widi the com- 
panies hiring. 
"A lot of it probably depends 
On what students are willing to do 
for a job" she said. "It depends on 
what people value, like significant 
others, dieir family and whether or 
not students want to move away 
from home. All of these factors 
haw an impact on a job search." 
But aldiough there is not a lot of 
time left to conduct a search. Kroll 
says not to worry. 
"Mulleins shouldn't panic. Don't 
take any more chances. Just start 
your job search now!" Kroll said. 
Make a plan, come in and follow 
through widi what you want to do 
with your life." 
Besides all her good advice, Kroll 
also notes that the career center is 
always open to any students. 
"('/ime on in any time," she said. 
'And don't just diink we're open 
during die school year. We're open 
all summer long too" 
Providing 
options, 
safe place 
for women 
By Laura K. Simmons 
REPORTER 
While there arc only 1,500 bat- 
tered women's shelters nation- 
wide, there are more than 3,700 
animal shelters — and with the 
opening of the Cocoon Women's 
Shelter in lime, 2005. Rowling 
Green now has one of each. 
"I think diere was more aware- 
ness about animal cruelty than 
partner and spousal abuse." said 
Tammy Filing, a women's coun- 
selor at Behavioral Connections. 
"People were more outraged [at 
animal abusel. but it's getting 
bencr now." 
Mary Kruegcr, die director of 
the Women's Center, played a 
pivotal role in opening the wom- 
en's shelter in Bowling Green. 
"There was nodiing in BG and 
it kept women in violent situa- 
tions," she said adding they may 
have had to go up to 40 miles 
away to find a shelter before. 
According to the Cocoon 
shelter's Web site, "many vic- 
tims in BG describe feeling 
trapped ill their current situa- 
tions because of lack of resourc- 
es in the community." 
Krueger said diat was why 
she opened die shelter — to cre- 
ate options for women in BG. 
because even though there's 
danger in staying, diere's also 
danger in going. 
Not easy to leave 
Leaving an abusive relation- 
ship isn't as easy as it seems. 
"According to the statistics. 
a woman in a violent relation- 
ship is 75 percent more likely 
to be killed when she leaves," 
said tilling. 
This increase in danger is 
because once a woman leaves, 
she's taken all of die power and 
control away from the abuser 
wiio will do almost anything to 
get it back in some cases. 
"I believe there is a lack of 
resources in Bowling Green, but 
then again I don't think you can 
ever have enough resources. 
On top of physical safety, these 
BRIEFING 
THE IG NEVIS 
Univ. takes step to 
end sweatshop labor 
Ihe University has decided 
to join the Worker's Rights 
Consortium in an effort to 
rid the campus of products 
made in sweatshops. 
I think it's a step in the right 
direction," ).D. Campbell, 
assistant athletic director for 
Athletic Communications, 
said. 
By joining the WHC the 
University will count on 
them to make sure no BGSU 
apparel is made in sweat- 
shops. Campbell, who deals 
with University apparel 
licensing through the ath- 
letic department, hopes the 
paperwork will be finalized 
bylulyl. 
It will cost the University 
about $1,500 a year to 
remain in the WRC. Students 
have been pressuring the 
University since February to 
join the WRC for humanitar- 
ian reasons. 
"Hopefully this will help 
put us in the position," 
Campbell said. "This way, 
we can sell products that our 
students can be proud of." 
women need emotional and 
financial support, transportation 
and [oftenl child care," Piling 
said. "Usually when women 
leave an abusive relationship, 
they're tlinist into poverty." 
On top of diat. often the abus- 
er direalens to hurt the victim's 
child, parents, brothers or sisters 
if she leaves die relationship So 
according to Krueger, to stay is 
not a sign of weakness on the 
part of the victim, but often a 
sign of strength. 
"To slay is courageous," she 
said. "It may seen wimpy, but 
dial's not the case — often she's 
staying to protect other people." 
It can also be difficult to leave 
a violent relationship for many 
reasons other than the physi- 
cal abuse, according to Melissa 
COCOON,PAGE 6 
IN CASE VOU FORGOT! 
f* C*J 
All students currently enrolled for Spring 2006 
should be registered for their classes for the Fall. 
Don't leave campus without registering for 
Fall 2006 through MyBGSU. 
If you have trouble registering for a full schedule, 
consider alternative courses, use wait lists, and 
talk with your academic advisor 
as soon as possible. 
If you are a First Year Student, and you haven't 
scheduled an appointment with your academic 
advisor about Fall semester classes, do it today! 
Before signing on to MyBGSU to register, 
visit the Schedule of Classes for the most 
up-to-date information regarding Fall 2006 classes at: 
http://webapps.bgsu.edu/classes/search.php. 
Any questions about registering for classes on the web can be 
directed to the Registration Help Line at 419-372-7777. 
artmertfe 
Efficiencies 
451THURSTIN - Across from Offenhauer. 
Furn. w' full bath, stove & refrigerator. 
School Year - One Person Rate- S395 
One Year - One Person Rate - S365 
1 Bedroom Apartments 
517 REED STREET - At TTiorjt/n. 
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bdrm. & One bath. 
School Year - One Person Rate- $465 
One Year - One Person Rate - $400 
707-727 THIRD STREET - One Bedroom. 
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath. 
School Year - One Person Rate- $395 
One Year - One Person Rate - $350 
825 THIRD STREET-fes Allowed'. 
Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath. 
School Year - One Person Rate- $465 
One Year - One Person Rate - $410 
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE 
Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath. 
School Year - One Person Rate- $385 
One Year - One Person Rate - $350 
839 SEVENTH STREET 
Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher. 
School Year - One Person Rate- $460 
One Year - One Person Rate - $395 
2 Bedroom Apartments 
505 CLOUGH-Behind Kioto's. 
Two Furn. or Unfurn., One bath & Vanity. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520 
615 SECOND STREET - Two Bedroom. 
Furn. or Unfurn. One bath. 
School Year -Two Person Rate- $620 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520 
402 HIGH STREET 
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590 
One Year • Two Person Rate - $490 
701 FOURTH STREET 
Furn. or Unfurn., Two bdrm. 
One bath w/Vanity in each bdrm. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520 
835 FOURTH STREET 
Furn. or Unfurn, Two Bedroom. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $580 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $480 
840-850 SIXTH STREET 
Furn. or Unfurn., Two Full baths. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $640 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530 
810 FIFTH; 649,707 SIXTH; 818 SEV- 
ENTH 
Furn. or Unfurn. One Bath & Hall Vanity. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $560 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $470 
831 SEVENTH 
Furn. or Unfurn, One Bath & Hall Vanity. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $555 
One Year • Two Person Rate - $480 
724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE 
Unfurnished, 11/2 baths, Dishwasher. 
School Year • Two Person Rate- $630 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530 
with $250 Noniefundablepet deposit at these locations: 
831 Seventh, 841 Eighth, 777,733,755 ManviHe, 
825 Third, 802 Sixth & 725 Ninth 
=STATPr IMf 
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH (Located Across From 
RENTAL OFFICE: 419-354 
Hours-Monday to Friday 8:30-5:30 Saturday -8 
www.johnrtewlover: 
WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
PLANETARIUM SHOW HELD TONIGHT 
The multi-media show "Australia! Land of the 
Southern Cross" will be held tonight at 8 p.m. in the 
University Planetarium, 112 Physical Sciences lab 
Bldg. The show is free and open to public and lasts 
approximately one hour. A $1 donation is suggested. 
For more information call 372-2421 
Tuesday. May 2.2006 3 
www.bgnews.com/campus 
CAMPUS 
Forget finals, get hypnotized    CASHBACK 
Students can take 
break from finals for a 
hypnotic experience 
By Chelci Howard 
REPORTER 
Whether il be making up 25-let- 
ler long acronyms for economics 
principles, making note card piles 
that oddly resemble " I he Iliad" or 
setting mathematical equations to 
the funky heats of Kenny G, stu- 
dents have exhausted all methods 
of trying to cram last minute infor- 
mation in the file cabinets of their 
brains for exams. 
However, there might be a differ- 
ent away to approach exam study- 
ing without the loss or damage of 
hair, nails or other body parts. 
Kevin U-pine, a certified hyp- 
notherapist and a Detroit/New 
Orleans native, will be at Grumpy 
Dave's tonight making students 
and their friends rap like Klvis and 
bow before the holy cow gods. 
ending the school year on a hilari- 
ous upswing. 
Steve Sabo, owner of laside loke 
Productions, is responsible for 
bringing Lepine to the University. 
"It's a good week to bring a hyp- 
notist to town. It will help 
get students to get in a 
relaxed stateof mind and 
will help you do better on 
exams," he said. 
However, even 
though Lepine isknown 
for giving friends of 
participants ultimate 
"Remember that one 
time" rights, his hidden 
agenda is to relax and 
entertain the audience. 
"You will have the time of 
your life watching it, but you 
will have more fun participating 
than watching," l£pine said. "If 
you participate, you are my new 
best friend. This is an experience 
like you have never experienced 
before. It's more fun to be in the 
KEVIN LEPINE 
HYPNOTIST 
moment than to laugh at il." 
Whether you are part of the 
audience or a volunteer. Lepine 
states that this will be a memory 
that you won't be able to forget 
Especially since lepine claims 
that even though he has 
been doing this show lor 
the past seven years, it 
gets better every night. 
"This is a nationally 
award winning show." 
lepine said. "You will be 
rolling on the floor laugh- 
ing while experiencing 
things that will change 
your life. 
Sabo      encourages 
everyone to get a dose 
of something that is rare in our 
community. 
"This is something that we don't 
get a lot of here in Howling Greet] 
and tliis is good, clean fun. A 
Hypnotist can never make you do 
anything that you don't want r<> cl< >. 
except give your friends a chance 
u> laugh at you for a bit," Sabo said. 
"Hut in the end, you'll be the one 
laughing because hypnotism will 
increase your focus and will help 
you on exams, It's like Viagra for 
the mind." 
The show begins at 9:30 p.m. 
but due in seating restrictions 
Sabo encourages students to show 
up around 8:30 to ensure their 
dose of mind Viagra. 
As space is available, students 
will be admitted into Grumpy 
1 laves, which is located above Easy 
Street Cafe, for $3. Ihose without 
an III will lie charged S5. 
Sabo encourages students to 
take a two-hour study break for 
this opportunity. 
"There's no lietter way to end the 
school year then coming out on a 
Tuesday night with your friends 
and experiencing this unique fun 
event thai will involve you and 
your friends directly and will 
make an impact on your lives," 
Sabo said. 
lenniBoebel BGNews 
SPENDING MONEY: Ellen Wakeley, freshman, gets a little cash 
for her old textbooks at the textbook buyback in the Union. 
Asians beat out whites for freshmen spots at UC 
UC has "an Asian 
feeling" for first time 
as competition rises 
By tisa M. Krieger and Lisa Fernandez 
Km 
Californians of Asian descent 
won more spots in this fall's fresh- 
man class at the University of 
California than any oilier ethnic 
group, edging out white students 
for the first time. 
The milestone follows a steady 
climb among Asians in the state's 
leading public univcrsiu system. 
Asians account for 36 percent 
-of California residents admitted 
to study at UC schools, though 
they make up only 14 percent 
of seniors projected to gradu- 
ate from the state's public high 
schools. 
By comparison, white stu- 
dents comprised 35.6 percent 
of those accepted; Latinos, 17.6 
percent; African-Americans, 3.4 
percent; and American Indians, 
0.6 percent. 
The increase in students 
of Asian descent shows up on 
campus in what some students 
proudly call "an Asian feeling' 
— but some say it also can trans- 
late into tension among students 
competing for desired spots in 
UC's highly regarded schools, 
not to mention grades In classes, 
And it reflects a mix of factors, 
including strong performance 
in high school and the univer- 
sity system's outreach to poorer 
students, including many new 
immigrants from Asia. 
College counselors say Asian 
parents tend to focus on UC 
because it's affordable, presti- 
gious and offers high value for 
thfi tost Asian students also 
applied to UC schools at higher 
rates than oilier students and are 
more likely to enroll if admitted. 
officials said, 
"Culturally, there is a huge 
emphasis on education in the 
Asian community, the kids work 
verj hard, academically," said 
I'urvi Mody, co-owner of Insight 
Education college counseling in 
Cupertino. "And the UCs offer 
brand -1 tame recognition. 
"Generally speaking, kids from 
other ethnic cultures tend to 
be more willing lo move away 
from home and be open-minded 
about schools that may be very 
for away," she added. 
Asian students are also more 
likeh than those from other eth- 
nic groups, including whites, to 
have a parent with a college rdu 
cation, said economist Deborah 
Reed of the Public Policy Institute 
of California, 
"It correlates with books and 
computers in the home — and a 
certain expectation about going 
to college, as well as how to 
prepare and apply to college.'' 
Heed said. 
Students say they feel the 
growing Asian presence. "If you 
look around the room and count 
the people, a lot are Asian." said 
Insiyah Nomanbhoy. 19. of 
Cupertino, who is a freshman 
atUCIA 
Nomanbhoy. whose father 
is from Pakistan and mother is 
from Sri lanka, graduated from 
CastiUeja I ligh School, a private 
all-girls school in Palo Alto. She 
applied to five UC schools as well 
as some private ones, including 
Stanford University, which she 
didn't get into. 
CONGRATULATIONS 
Graduating Seniors! 
Custom imprinted wearables 
(419) 354-6686 
Aardvarkspe.com 
University Hills Apartments 
Need a Summer Home in Toledo? 
Inexpensive Summer Session Rates! 
• On the beautiful north side of the University of Toledo campus. 
• Closer to classrooms than UT residence halls. 
• Extremely inexpensive short-term summer session leases. 
• $1,100 for a whole one-bedroom apartment. 
• $1,500 for a whole two-bedroom/two bath apartment. 
• Rates are per apartment for the whole UT summer session. 
Noneman 
Real Estate Company 
2301 University Hills Blvd. • (419) 536-1241 • www.unlversltyhills.com 
Before You 
Sign A Lease 
Did you ever consider thai when you sigt .1 lease you may he responsible for your roommates? 
If they do not pay you have to! If they cstuse damage you could be held responsible. If your 
roommate does not pay their rent you could be evicted! 
\oi al The Enclave Apartments. We oiler individual leasing by the bedspace. You are only 
responsible for your rental installment. If your roommate decides to skip we take the loss no) you! 
DON'T HAVE ROOMMATES? No problem. We offer ,1 roommate matching progi 
Call today to find oul more! Enjoy our resort style atmosphere and amenities without the resort 
price tag! 
"Hi, M» name isAndtf, /&at* ehedat Tit* 
tnciawfior tkree aears, andI love playing, 
on tie/? sando-oueyliafflcourt/ 
\ "ni, mu irame is Sean, I'kain ftwdat Tie 
[     fnctaoe far two pears, andf cow woriity 
out in tkeir fitness center/ 
"He&o, mu name- is Maria, I'kaita fitted 
at Tne Cncfao-efar two pears, and I 
tw* founvinQ out at tkeirpooi, and 
1    tkat I can sticcaet a tan on ciouda 
■*   daps in tieir face tanninf oootkf / 
Office Hours: Mon-Fri 8:30-7   !a" 
Sat 10-4, Sun 12-4 
THE ENCLAVE I & II 
. 706 Napoleon Rd 
877-819-6802 
www.colfegeparkweb.com 
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Ribeau still stands by salary promise 
SALARIES, FROM PAGE 1 
has a particularly young fat 
ult) because <>l an early buyout 
program for contracts th.it was 
implemented in the early-1990s, 
according to Richard I lebein, vice 
chairol l.uuln Senate 
I lu' earl) retiremcnl incentive 
program encouraged professors 
in retire early, offering them up 
tn .in extra five years ol "teaching 
i [edit," thai could be redeemed 
during theft retirement, based on 
tin' number of years they'd been 
working. rheERIPendedinl999. 
\ significant number <»l fac- 
ulit iliil leave during that time, 
almost all of whom were pro- 
irssdis.   which   would   have 
hail a "significant  impact" on 
tin' makeup of BGSU's faculty, 
according to Dalton. 
In their place, the Universit) has 
since hired younger professors 
ami instructors at a lower cost 
In retrospect, BGSU faculty 
could have — and should have 
been pushed towards the top 
ol Ohio's compensation list hack 
in the mid-to-late 1990s, accord- 
ing tn Robert Boughton, chair of 
Faculty Senate. 
"It [facuhysalaries] is a problem 
that should haw been addressed 
years earliei when the economj 
was robust" he said. 
lull pnili-.Mii- salaries at 
BGSU rank 9th ol II in the state, 
associate professors nink 7ih of 
II. assistant professors rank 5th 
ol II. anil instructors rank Kill of 
II. Bowling Greens instructors' 
average salary ranks nth of 11 in 
I Ihin. anil their average lecturers' 
salary tanks 2nd of 5 in the Mate 
who employ lecturers. 
In a phone hum lew last Friday, 
Kilx'au clarified his promise ti > the 
faculty IO years ago. siiyinn thai 
the goal was to get each facility 
group to the top of their respet 
live packs, not to bring BGSU's 
all-rank average to the top three 
in Ohio 
A common thread? 
six ol the io public universities 
listed above H( SI I on the average 
salary rankings have families lliat 
are organized by the American 
Association     of     Universirj 
Professors— acting as a union to 
bargain collectivef) for their sala- 
ries and benefits, 
An active  AAUP chaplei  on 
campus would lie independent 
of ilie University, unlike Faculty 
Senate, and could arguably have 
a stronger voice on controversial 
issues   I he last attempt to OTga 
nize Bowling Greens bcuhy failed 
in 1994. since then, there hasn't 
been much interest generated on 
the BGSU campus, 
Boughton suspects lliere may 
lie reluctance among assistant 
professors who don't have ten- 
ure in 'kind ol pass muster, not 
make waves.'' 
The potential gains thai could 
come with collective bargaining 
WHO'S TEACHING YOU: A BREAKDOWN OF OHIO 
Bowling Green dwarfs other public universities in Ohio when it comes 
to the number of instructors on its faculty Ohio Slate University leads 
all 11 universities in total faculty with 2.199. with Cincinnati in second 
overall with 1,241. In comparison. BGSU employs 851 faculty. 
Institution Full Profs Assoc. Profs Assis. Profs   Instructors 
Akron 238 260 127 63 
Bowling Green 165 247 197 207 
Cincinnati 474 398 322 47 
Cleveland St. 168 207 138 13 
Kent St. 217 226 219 n/a 
Miami 268 195 283 76 
Ohio St. 957 750 481 11 
Ohio Univ. 212 275 255 2 
Toledo 226 191 172 10 
Wright St. 156 186 121 45 
Youngstown 186 92 108 41 
Source 2O05 2006 Ohio Universities Faculty Salary Survey Boh Moser BG Nens 
should excite instructors al H( ,si I 
mure  iban  anyone,  according 
to Tcrric. who was an active 
member of the BGSU Faculty 
Association's failed attempt to 
organize in 1994, 
"Students who get these people 
[instructors] are gelling faculty 
who are dedicated, hill  they're 
overworked and horribly exploit- 
ed," lie said. "And that's one of 
the tilings, if we had collective 
bargaining, we could draw better 
conditions for these instructors 
and lecturers." 
Bui when looking al the break- 
downs of individual levels of edu- 
cator salaries, there's no distinct 
trend that shows faculties -1' 'he 
six unionized Schools have it any 
better or worse than those at 
BGSU, Dalton said. 
The freedom lo offer salaries 
without constraints that may 
come from collective bargaining 
also help some departments at 
the University who are competing 
with ihe private sector m attract 
educators. 
For example, while the aver- 
age salary for an assistant pro 
lessor al BGSU is $53,881, the 
stalling salary for .1 new profes- 
sor in accounting and manage- 
ment information systems ranges 
hum s'Kl-110,000,'according to 
Lawrence Kowalstd, chair ol ihc 
AMIS department 
Grads not finding jobs fitting their interests 
IOBS, FROM PAGE 1 
ater, is set on going alter ,1 c.iieei 
[hat fits with her major. 
I in winking with my father's 
company for the summer and 
moving to l olumbus alter that," 
she said. "Then I'm going to move 
to Chicago and  \ew Yblk 1 iiv 
since thats where all the jobs are.' 
I veil though main of this year's 
graduating seniors don't have 
many job oilers yet, the major- 
ity believe it will lake them three 
months 01 less to find a full time 
job aftei graduation, according 10 
1 xperience, lm 
Bui according to the director 
of the ististi careei center, loAnn 
kioll. the time right before and 
alter graduation is not the lime to 
do. 1 job scan h. 
"Students should lie making 
ioiitaclsand[Hisiingilieii 'resumes 
on Monster and our career center 
as soon as their freshman year!" 
kioll said.  "It's never too early to 
stati the hunt" 
Along with making contacts 
eaih. kioll also savsthal even job 
offer you receive, you should con- 
sider. 
"Everything   you   find   you 
should consider, liven if you 
don't know anything about die 
job or Ihe company, il should he 
looked into. Keep all your oppor- 
tunities open!" 
kioll also Mines that the rea- 
son lor (hi' low joh turnout this 
\ i-.ii is because of other factors 
besides  siudenis'  top  areas  of 
Interest not Ix'ing with ihe com- 
panies hiring. 
"A lot of it probably depends 
on what students are willing to do 
for a job," she said. "It ile|K'iuls on 
what people value, like significant 
others, their lainilv and whether or 
not students want to move awa\ 
from home. All of these factors 
have an Impact on a job search." 
But although theiv is not a kit of 
time left 10 conduct a search, kioll 
says not to worry. 
"Students shouldn't panic. Don't 
lake any inoie chances, lust sian 
your job search now!'' kioll said. 
"Make a plan, come in and follow 
through with what you want to do 
with your life." 
Besides all hci good advice, kioll 
also noil's that the career center is 
always o[H'ii to am students, 
"('ninetininam lime." she saul 
"And don't just think we're open 
during the school year. We're open 
all summer long too," 
Providing 
options, 
safe place 
for women 
By Laura K Simmons 
REPORTER 
While (here are only 1,500 bat- 
tered women's shelters nation- 
wide, there are more than 3,700 
animal shelters — anil with the 
opening of the Cocoon Wimcn's 
sht'liei in lime, 2005, Bowling 
(int'ii now has one of each. 
"I think there was more aware- 
ness about animal cnielty than 
partner and spousal abuse," said 
Tammy IJIing. a women's coun- 
selor ai Behavioral Connections, 
'People were more outraged [at 
animal abuse), but Its gelling 
better now" 
Mary knicger, the director of 
the Women's Outer, played a 
pivotal role in opening the wom- 
t'ii's shelter in Howling Green. 
"There was nothing in BG and 
il kepi women in violent situa- 
tions," she saiif adding they may 
have had to go up to -10 miles 
away to find a shekel before 
According to the Cocoon 
shelter's Web sile, "many vic- 
tims in BG describe feeling 
trapped in their current situa- 
tions because of lack of resourc- 
es In the community." 
Knieger said lliat was why 
she opened the shelter — to cre- 
ate options fin women in BG, 
because even though thins 
danger in staving, there's also 
danger in going. 
Not easy to leave 
Leaving an abusive relation- 
ship isn't as easy as il seems, 
"According to the statistics, 
a woman in a violent relation- 
ship is 75 percent more likely 
In be killed when she leaves,'' 
said I lling 
I his increase in danger is 
because once a woman Icaies. 
she's taken all of Ifie power and 
control away from the abuser 
who will do almost anything to 
get il back in some cases. 
"I believe there is a lack of 
resources in Howling (ireen. but 
then again I don't think you can 
ever have enough resources. 
On top of physical safely, these 
BGNEWS 
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IHt IC Nt«S 
Univ. takes step to 
end sweatshop labor 
The University has decided 
to join the Worker's Rights 
Consortium in an effort to 
rid the campus of products 
made in sweatshops. 
"I think it's a step in the right 
direction," I.O. Campbell, 
assistant athletic director for 
Athletic Communications, 
said. 
By joining the WRC the 
University  will   count  on 
I hem to make sure no BGSU 
apparel is made in sweat- 
shops. Campbell, who deals 
with University apparel 
licensing through the ath- 
letic department, hopes the 
paperwork will be finalized 
by July 1. 
II will cost the University 
about $1,500 a year to 
remain in the WRC. Students 
have been pressuring the 
University since February to 
join the WRC for humanitar- 
ian reasons. 
"Hopefully this will help 
put us in the position," 
Campbell said. "This way, 
we can sell products that our 
siudenis can be proud of." 
women need emotional and 
financial support, transportation 
and loflenl child care," filing 
said. Usually when women 
leave an abusive relationship, 
they're thrust into poverty." 
On top of that, often the abus- 
er threatens to bun ihe victim's 
child, parents, brothers or sisters 
if she leaves the relationship So 
according to knieger, to stay is 
not a sign ol weakness on tin- 
pan of ihe victim, hut often a 
sign n! strength. 
lo staj is courageous," she 
said, "it may seen wimpy, but 
that's not tile case — often she's 
staving to protect other |x*ople." 
Il can also lie difficult to leave 
a MI ilent relationship for many 
reasons other than the physi- 
cal abuse, according to Melissa 
COCOON.PAGE 6 
IN CASE YOU FORGOT! 
All students currently enrolled for Spring 2006 
should be registered for their classes for the Fall. 
Don't leave campus without registering for 
Fall 2006 through MyBGSU. 
If you have trouble registering for a full schedule, 
consider alternative courses, use wait lists, and 
talk with your academic advisor 
as soon as possible. 
If you are a First Year Student, and you haven't 
scheduled an appointment with your academic 
advisor about Fall semester classes, do it today! 
Before signing on to MyBGSU to register, 
visit the Schedule of Classes for the most 
up-to-date information regarding Fall 2006 classes at: 
http://webapps.bgsu.edu/classes/search.php. 
Any questions about registering for classes on the web can be 
directed to the Registration Help Line at 419-372-7777. 
artmeflfe 
Efficiencies 
451THURSTIN - Across from Offeohauer. 
Furn, w/ full bath, stove & refrigerator. 
School Year - One Person Rate- S395 
One Year One Person Rate $365 
1 Bedroom Apartments 
517 REED STREET-/Urhursfin. 
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bdrm. & One bath. 
School Year - One Person Rate- $465 
One Year - One Person Rate - $400 
707-727THIRD STREET - One Bedroom. 
Furn. or Unfurn, One bath. 
School Year - One Person Rate- $395 
One Year - One Person Rale - $350 
825 THIRD STREET -Pets Allowed! 
Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath. 
School Year - One Person Rate- $465 
One Year - One Person Rate - $410 
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE 
Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath. 
School Year - One Person Rate- $385 
One Year - One Person Rate - $350 
839 SEVENTH STREET 
Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher. 
School Year - One Person Rate- $460 
One Year - One Person Rate - $395 
2 Bedroom Apartments 
505 aOUGH-Behind Kioto's. 
Two Furn. or Unfurn., One bath & Vanity. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520 
615 SECOND STREET - Two Bedroom. 
Furn. or Unfurn. One bath. 
School Year ■ Two Person Rate- $620 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520 
402 HIGH STREET 
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490 
701 FOURTH STREET 
Furn. or Unfurn., Two bdrm. 
One bath w/Vanity in each bdrm. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520 
835 FOURTH STREET 
Furn. or Unfurn, Two Bedroom. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $580 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $480 
840-850 SIXTH STREET 
Furn. or Unfurn, Two Full baths. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $640 
One Year -Two Person Rate - $530 
810 FIFTH; 649,707 SIXTH; 818 SEV- 
ENTH 
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity. 
School Year -Two Person Rate- $560 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $470 
831 SEVENTH 
Furn. or Unfurn, One Balh & Hall Vanity. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $555 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $480 
724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE 
Unfurnished,! 1/2 baths, Dishwasher. 
School Year ■ Two Person Rate- $630 
One Year • Two Person Rate - $530 
with $250 Nonrefundable pet deposit at these locations: 
831 Seventh, 841 Eighth, 777, 733, 755 Manvilh) 
825 Third, 802 Sixth & 725 Ninth 
JOHN NEWIPVF REAI Ktm iqr 
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH (located Across From Taco Bell1 
RENTAL OFFICE: 419-354-2260 
Hours - Monday to Friday 8:30 - 5:30 Saturday - 
www.johnnewloverealwtate com 
WWW.BGNEWS.COM Tuesday. May 2. 2006 3 
PUNETARIUM SHOW HELD TONIGHT 
The multimedia show "Australia! land of the 
Southern Cross" will be held tonight at 8 p.m. in the 
University Planetarium, 112 Physical Sciences Lab 
Bldg. The show is free and open to public and lasts 
approximately one hour. A $1 donation is suggested. 
For more information call 372-2421 
www.benews.com/campus 
CAMPUS 
Forget finals, get hypnotized 
Students can take 
break from finals for a 
hypnotic experience 
By Chelci Howard 
RtPORIER 
Whether il Ix- making up 25-lel- 
(et long acronyms for economics 
principles, making note card piles 
that oddly resemble The Iliad" or 
setting mathematical equations to 
the funky beats of Kenny (i, stti- 
dents have exhausted all methods 
of trying to cram last minute infor- 
mation in the file cabinets of their 
brains for exams. 
I li lucver, there might Ix1 a differ- 
ent away to approach exam study- 
ing without the loss or damage of 
hair, nails or other Ixxly parts. 
Kevin lepine, a Certified hyp- 
notherapist and a Detroit/New 
Orleans nalive, will be at Grumpy 
Daves tonight making students 
and their friends rap like l-lvis and 
bow before the holy cow gixls. 
ending the school year on a hilari- 
ous upswing. 
Steve Sabo, owner of Inside loke 
Productions, is responsible for 
bringing Lepine to the University. 
"It's a good week to bring a hyp- 
notist to town. It will help 
get students to get in a 
relaxed stateof mind and 
u ill help you do better on 
exams," he said. 
However, even 
though Lepine Is known 
for giving friends of 
participants ultimate 
"Remember that one 
time" rights, his hidden 
agenda is to relax and 
entertain the audience. 
"You will have the time of 
your life watching it, but you 
will have more fun participating 
than watching," Lepine said, "if 
you participate, you are my new 
best friend. This is an experience 
like you have never experienced 
before. It's more fun to be in the 
KEVIN LEPINE 
HYPNOTIST 
moment than to laugh at it." 
Whether you are part of the 
audience or a volunteer. Lepine 
states that this will be a memory 
that you won't Ix- able to forget. 
Especially since Lepine claims 
that even though he has 
been doing this show lm 
the past seven years, it 
gets better every night 
"This is a national!) 
award winning show, 
lepine said "You will Ix- 
rolling on the floor laugh- 
ing while experiencing 
things that will change 
your life. 
Sabo encourages 
everyone to get ;i dose 
of something that is rare in our 
community. 
"This is something that we don't 
get a lot of here in Howling (Ireen 
and this is good, clean fun. A 
I lypnotist can never make you do 
anything thatyou dont want to do, 
except give your friends a chance 
to laugh at you for a hit." Sabo said 
"Hut in the end you'll Ix1 the one 
laughing because hypnotism will 
Increase you focus and will help 
you on exams, Its like Viagra lor 
the mind." 
The show begins at 9:30 p.m.. 
bin due to seating restrictions 
Sabo encourages students to show 
up around &30 to ensure their 
doseol mindViagra, 
\~ space Is available; students 
will be admitted Into Grumpj 
Daves, which is located above] asj 
Street ( ate, lm S3, I hose without 
an IDwill lie charged S3. 
Sabo encourages students to 
lake a two-hour Study break for 
ibis opportunity 
rhere'snobetterwaytoendthe 
school year then (inning out on a 
Tuesday night with your friends 
.mil experiencing this unique fun 
event that will Involve you and 
your  friends directly and  will 
make an Impact on youi lives," 
Sabo said. 
CASH BACK 
Jenni Boebel BGNews 
SPENDING MONEY: Ellen Wakeley. freshman, gets a little cash 
for her old textbooks at the textbook buyback in the Union. 
Asians beat out whites for freshmen spots at UC 
UC has "an Asian 
feeling" for first time 
as competition rises 
By Lisa M. Krieger and Lisa Fernandez 
Californians of Asian descent 
won more spots In this fall's fresh- 
man class at the University of 
California than any other ethnic 
group, edging out white students 
for the first time. 
The milestone follows a steady 
climb among Asians in the stale's 
leading public tiniveisitv system. 
Asians account for 36 percent 
of California residents admitted 
to study at UC schools, though 
they make up only 14 percent 
of seniors projected to gradu- 
ate from the state's public high 
schools. 
By comparison, white stu- 
dents comprised 35.6 percent 
of those accepted; Latinos, 17.6 
percent; African-Americans. 3.1 
percent; and American Indians. 
0.6 percent. 
The increase in students 
of Asian descent shows up on 
campus in what some students 
proudly call "an Asian feeling" 
— but sonic say il also can trans 
late into tension among students 
competing for desired spots in 
UCs highly regarded schools, 
not to mention grades in classes. 
And it reflects a mix of factors, 
including strong performance 
in high school and the univer- 
sity system's outreach to poorei 
students, including main new 
immigrants from Asia. 
College counselors say \si.ui 
parents tend to focus on IK! 
because it's affordable, presti- 
gious and oilers high value foi 
the cost. Asian students also 
applied to UC schools ai higher 
raies iban other students ami are 
mine likely to enroll If admitted, 
officials said 
"Culturally, there is a huge 
emphasis on education in (he 
Asian community. The kids work 
very bard, academically," said 
I'uivi Mody, co-owner ol Insight 
Education college counseling in 
i upertino.  And the lit s offei 
brand-name recognition. 
"Generally speaking, kids from 
other  ethnic  cultures  tend  to 
be more willing to move away 
from home and be open minded 
about schools dial ma) be very 
i.ii away," sheadded. 
Asian students are also more 
likiiv than those fiom otha eth- 
nic groups, including whites, to 
have a parent with a college edu- 
cation said ei onomist Deborah 
Heed ol the Public Policy Institute 
of California. 
"It correlates with books and 
computers in the home     and a 
certain expectation about going 
to college, .is well as bow to 
prepare and apply to college.' 
Heed said. 
Students say they feel the 
growing Asian presence "If you 
look around the room and count 
the people, a lot are Asian." said 
Insiyah Nomanbhoy, 19, of 
t upertino, who is a freshman 
at UCLA. 
Nomanbhoy.   whose   father 
is from Pakistan and mother is 
from Sri Lanka, graduated from 
Castilleja High School, a private 
all-girls school in Palo Alto she 
applied to live UC schools as well 
as some private ones, including 
Stanford University, which she 
didn I get Into 
CONGRATULATION 
Graduating Seniors! 
*»S& 
vw^A 
> 
«?z% 
Custom imprinted wearables 
(419) 354-6686 
Aardvarkspe.com 
University Hills Apartments 
Need a Summer Home in Toledo? 
Inexpensive Summer Session Rates! 
• On the beautiful north side of the University of Toledo campus. 
. Closer to classrooms than UT residence halls. 
• Extremely inexpensive short-term summer session leases. 
• $1,100 for a whole one-bedroom apartment. 
• $1,500 for a whole two-bedroom/two bath apartment. 
• Rates are per apartment for the whole UT summer session. 
:/* Noneman 
Real Estate Company 
2301 University Hills Blvd. • (419) 536-1241 • www.universitytiills.com 
Before You 
Sign A Lease 
Did you ever consider that when you sign a lease you may be responsible for your roommates? 
If they do not pay you have to! It they cause damage you could be held responsible. If your 
roommate does not pay their rent you could be evicted! 
Not ai The Enclave Apartments. We oiler individual leasing by the bedspace. You are only 
responsible for your rental installment. If your roommate decides to skip we take the loss not you! 
DON'T HAVE ROOMMATES? No problem. We oiler a roommate matching program! 
Call today to find out more! Enjoy our resort style atmosphere and amenities without the resort 
style price tag! 
. have fond at Tie 
Cnclawfor tkree aears, andIeooe ocauinf 
OK their sand'roiceuiaitcourt/ 
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k
   daas in their foee tannint tooth/ 
Office Hours: Mon-Fri 8:30-7   |co 
Sat 10-4, Sun 12-4 * 
THE ENCLAVE I &II 
• 706 Napoleon Rd. 
877-819-6802 
www.collegeparkweb.com 
• • 
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QUOTErXQI'W'K 
"We believe this is a turning point for the 
Iraqi citizens, and it's a new chapter in our 
partnership." 
George W. Bash, President of the United States. 
IjlvnOsjJUKIW 
www.bgnews.com/opinion 
OPINION 
STAKKKMTOMAI. 
Professors deserve better salary 
When it comes to paycheck 
Friday; the University is in many 
cases failing to deliver to its staff. 
An article in today's BG News 
explains the low salaries many 
faculty at the University are 
receiving. 
This gives the University a dis- 
advantage in hiring new educa- 
tors. If we can't offer an attractive 
salary to faculty and staff, we'll 
lose them to other universities 
who arc offering more money 
and better benefits. 
The   bottom   line   is   the 
YOU DECIDE 
Do you think the profes- 
sors should be getting more 
money? Send an e-mail to 
thenews@bgnews.com and tell 
us what you think, or post teed- 
back on our Web site. 
University's ability to attract 
quality professors affects its abil- 
ity to attract students and main- 
tain a high profile in Ohio, and 
throughout the cuuntry. 
That's not to say there aren't 
plenty of qualified teachers will- 
ing to come and work for the 
BGSU, but if the University is 
serious about gaining an edge 
over other institutions, the 
administration will have to pay 
for the talent. 
Universities can't exist with- 
out professors and instructors. 
A combination of professors 
and administrators usually 
carry the University's reputa- 
tion. Professors are an invalu- 
able resource to students, and 
their involvement outside the 
classroom also has an effect 
on the University; for example 
they might advise a student 
organization, 
Well-known professors also 
boost the reputation of certain 
majors which in turn boost the 
attractiveness of the school. 
One of the problems diat drags 
down the University's reputation 
is die number of instructors we 
employ versus the number of full 
professors. 
Bowling Green employs 207 
instructors, a whopping 131 
more than die next closest Ohio 
university. 
Since instructors get paid less 
than professors, the number of 
instructors is bringing down 
the average. 
Not to mention the large num- 
ber of instructors means fewer 
classes are being taught by pro- 
fessors who have completed 
their doctorate training. 
Is this bad news for students? 
Can we claim the same level of 
education is being provided if 
one class is being taught by a 
professor and the other by an 
instructor? 
At the end of the day. our 
instructors here at BGSU work 
very hard and arguably teach 
students from a wealth of 
career experience and profes- 
sional training. 
But students come to universi- 
ties to get a higher level of educa- 
tion. We should be able to offer 
them not only the best educa- 
tors possible, or BGSU will fall 
behind the pack in Ohio. 
OTTERS TO THE EDITOR  PEOPLE 
Students: show 
you care and 
go vote today 
With the rising cost of higher 
education, as well as many other 
issues, we as students need to 
make sure that our elected offi- 
cials know that we arc serious 
about these issues. 
Ihis is why, we need to take 
time today, to get out and vote. 
So many times, when we go 
down to lobby in Columbus, we 
hear from our legislators diat 
students don't care, so students 
don't vote. 
Now is our chance to show 
just how much we care, and get 
out and make a difference. No 
matter what party you support, 
let's show them that as citizens 
of this country, we want and will 
exercise our right to vote. 
I encourage students to 
research the candidates running 
and find out where they stand 
on different issues. You can vote 
in the Multipurpose Room in 
the Bowen Thompson Student 
Union If you live on campus and 
even if you are not registered to 
vote In Bowling Green, as long 
as you are registered to vote in 
Ohio, vou can vote today. Polls 
close at 7:30 p.m„ 
Its time to make a difference! 
Lets start to Dream BIG 
BERNARD LITTLE 
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT 
blittle&'bgsu.edu 
9/11 isn't the 
worst tragedy 
weVe ever seen 
1 m not going to respond to Alan 
Calcaterras review of "United 93" 
movie because 1 haven't seen it, 
however 1 am going to respond 
to his politics surrounding the 
review, first and foremost, I am 
so sick of people telling me that 
I forgot about 9/11. The events 
that occurred on September 11 
were big for America but in the 
context of the world, this "disas- 
ter" hardly ranks. 
For instance, when America 
dropped die only atomic bomb 
to ever be used on Hiroshima, 
lapan.in 1945 roughly 80,000 
Japanese were killed — com- 
pared to the 2,986 lives lost on 
September 11. 
Since September 11, America 
has dropped in all international 
polls relating to personal and 
economic freedoms. The Wall 
Street lournal has dropped us 
to 12th out of 155 countries 
for Economic Freedom. The 
Economists world wide quality 
of life index listed America at 
13th out of 111 countries in 2005. 
You laughingly quote Rush 
Limbaugh as he espouses his 
hatred for the terrorists that did 
this. I'll pause to mention that 
we've lost nearly 2,400 lives in 
Iraq which is drawing danger- 
ously close to the number we 
lost on September 11 in the first 
place and there's no clear end 
in sight. 
So the question still remains, 
why are we in Iraq? Additionally, 
another movie was released in 
2005 documenting the entire 
tragedy of 2001 that questions 
the American Government's 
involvement in the attacks. This 
film titled "Iaose Change" is cer- 
tainly worth checking out. 
What happened to America 
on September 11 was certainly 
historic for America but if we're 
going to cling to its memory we 
should do so in order to think 
more critically about what hap- 
pened in those historic hours 
and what has happened in this 
country since. 
COREY BAUM 
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT 
coreyb@hgsu.edu 
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What do you want 
people to know about 
The BG News? 
JESS WAGNER 
SENIOR, PULSE EDITOR 
"We play naked hide 
'n go seek in West Hall 
on the weekends." 
ERIN BZYMEK 
SENIOR, OPINION EDITOR 
"We are all closet 
Republicans." 
BRIDGET THARP 
SENIOR, CAMPUS NEWS 
EDITOR 
"We think the nasty, 
profane Letters to the 
Editor are funny." 
BOB MOSER 
SENIOR, EDITOR-IN- 
CHIEF 
"Great hair is respect- 
ed and rewarded 
when payday comes." 
Universal study 
guide offers help 
MARC 
KOZAK 
U-Wire Columnist 
Daily Videttt 
Illinois Stole University 
We arc all going duough 
the sadistic ritual of     ^ 
exams. We must com- 
plete final projects, study for 
dozens of minutes, and complain 
loudly about having too much to 
do if someone asks us to do any 
kind of additional small task. 
lb help everyone save time, I've 
compiled a universal study guide 
containing anything that's Impor- 
tant from ever)' subject. Clip this 
article out of die paper and re- 
read it several times for maximum 
effect. Also, be sure to read this 
in a comfortable environment, 
take several small breaks, make 
an outline, chew gum, get plenty 
of rest, exercise, and utilize all of 
those oilier studying tips you've 
hcaid about that never work. 
According to die common 
sense busting multiplicative 
identity formula, a * 1 = a. The two 
circle formulas arc area |pr2| and 
circumference (2pr). You prob- 
ably know this already, but given a 
complex number z = a + b i, sinlz) 
= sinia)cosh(b) + cosla)sinh(b) i. 
Presumably 2+2 will always equal 
4, unless you are living inside of 
George Orwell's 1984, which in 
case it equals 5. 
DNA is transcribed into RNA, 
which is transported by mRNA 
The atomic number is the num- 
ber of protons an atom has, wluie 
the atomic mass (also referred 
to as the atomic weight) is the 
number of protons and neutrons 
in an atom. 
For some reason, Na is 
the Periodic abbreviation for 
sodium, even though those 
letters aren't included in the 
word. Gray's Anatomy is a book 
including detailed, vibrant ana- 
tomical engravings published in 
1918, while Grey's Anatomy is a 
television show on ABC which, 
despite winning awards, inac- 
curately presents medical situ- 
ations and greatly exaggerates 
the degree to which doctors and 
medical professionals fraternize 
with one another. 
Memorize your linking verbs: 
do, does, did, have, has, had, 
they might, was, can. could, 
will, would, shall, should, and 
being I lell, if you want, make 
a cool acronym out of it: 
DDDHHirnvrWCCWWSSB! 
Then make a cuh-raaazy sen- 
tence out of it! Doug's dumb dog 
hates heckling horrible tiny men 
with cool cars while whisding 
Springstein songs backwards! 
Ihe goal of a good lesson plan 
is to communicate to yourself so 
you can properly communicate 
your intended lesson to your 
students. You can practice this 
by watching seven million videos 
about lesson plans, working on 
lesson plans, carrying around les- 
son plans, breathing lesson plans, 
dreaming about lesson plans, and 
melting down your lesson plans 
and drinking them. 
On to marketing! The 
Galvanometer Test mea- 
sures how much zinc has 
been applied to steel or iron. 
Psycbographics is either the 
name of a copy shop or the term 
for pictures that are insane. A 
gross audience is the combined 
attendance of a (Iwar concert. 
Eor you music, theatre and arts 
people, a ledger line is the point 
in your career when you decide to 
star in Brokeback Mountain. Ihe 
treble clef is a higher pitch, the 
bass clef is a lower pitch, and the 
Wyclef is a pitch found only in 
songs by the I'ugces. Upstage is 
toward the audience, downstage 
is the opposite, and leftstage is a 
stage that favors interventionist 
government, collectivism, innova- 
tion, and change. Higlitstage is 
where the hippies stand. Cockling 
is wrinkling or puckering in paper 
supports, caused by applying 
wanes onto a flimsy or improp- 
erly stretched surface. Plus, it's a 
funny word. 
Donde es el bano? Oil est 
la salle de bains ? Wo ist das 
Badezimmer? Dove e la stanza da 
bagno? Where is the bathroom?! 
Attention future lawyers: The 
leading New York case concern- 
ing the legal impossibility of 
an attempt charges is People v 
Campbell. 72 N.Y.2d 602. The 
statute at issue in that case had 
two components. The accused 
must have 1) intended to interfere 
Critical computer science 
equation: C-C++(avascipt-D+MI./ 
C# = a job making more money 
dian lever will. 
Finally, for all aspiring philos- 
ophers: If I'm holding a cup of 
water and I ask you, "is the cup 
empty?" you will say, "No, it's 
full of water." But if I pour out 
the water and 1 ask you again, 
you may say, "yes, it's empty." 
But. empty of what? My cup 
is empty of water, but it's not 
empty of air. To be empty is to 
be empty of something...son-y, I 
blacked out for a secorid. What 
just happened? 
So there you have it Study 
this article religiously and you're 
assured of at least getting points 
for creativity. 
BOB MOSER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 
210 West Hall 
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Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
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The BG News Submission Policy 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer 
than 300 words. These arc usually 
in response to a current issue on the 
University's campus or the Bowling 
Green area. 
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces 
between 600 and 800 words. These 
are usually also in response to a cur- 
rent issue on the University's campus 
or the Bowling Green area. 
POLICIES 
Letters to the Editor and Guest 
(.idun11is are printed as space on the 
Opinion Page permits. Additional 
Letters to the Editor or Guest 
Columns may be published online. 
Name, year and phone number 
should be included for verification 
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified 
information or anonymous submis- 
sions will not be printed. 
E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS H an attach 
ment to thenews@bgnews.com 
with the subject line marked "Letter 
to the Editor" or "Guest Column."Onry 
e-mailed letters and columns will be 
considered for printing. All letters are 
subject to review for kngth and darity 
Opinion columns do not necessarily 
reflect the views of The BG News. 
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TROUBLE IN BG?: The new super Wal-Mart in Bowling Green is still under construction. It is expected to open in a tew weeks. Community 
banks aren't worried about Wal-Mart banks, despite the controversy stirring in Congress that it could create a "competitive imbalance." 
You can cash your checks, too: 
Wal-Mart plans to add banks 
The newest addition 
to the company could 
threaten local banks 
By Andrea Slivka 
FEATURES EDITOR 
Several Congress members fear 
a new Wal- Man -owned bank 
could hann local communities, 
but Bowling (ireen bank officials 
and BC.SU students don't seem 
as concerned. 
"I don't think it |a Wal-Mart 
bank branch! would affect the 
community banks here in town." 
said Betty Kahlemberg, man- 
ager of Union Bank Company's 
Bowling (ireen branch. 
Wal-Mart is currently seeking 
to form its own bank that would 
handle its electronic finan- 
cial transactions. The Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation 
to conducting hearings to deckle 
whether to giant Wal-Mart's 
request to insure the bank. 
But recendy, several Congress 
members have voiced their con- 
cern that Wal-Mart would seek 
to expand beyond processing 
its own transactions and begin 
opening local bank branches in 
its stores. 
However, the current pro- 
posal by Wal-Mart isn't to create 
a bank like local community 
banks in Bowling Green. 
Instead, the bank's sole cus- 
tomer would be Wal-Mart, 
according to the company's 
application to the FDIC. 
"The primary function of 
the Bank js to serve as spon- 
sor for Wal-Mart to facilitate the 
electronic processing of checks 
lincluding the electronic re- 
presentment of checksl and the 
receipt of credit card and debit 
card payments from customers 
in Wal-Mart stores," the com- 
pany states in its application. 
And the company expects 
there would be positive effects 
for local communities. 
"The way it will benefit local 
consumers is this will help us 
lower prices for our customers," 
said Marty Heires. Wal-Mart 
spokesman. 
Heires said that currently. 
Wal-Mart pays other companies 
to handle its electronic transac- 
tions. IfWal-Mart could process 
its own transactions, that cost 
would be returned to the com- 
pany and its customers in the 
form of savings. 
But some Ohio Congress 
members don't share Wal- 
Mart's positive outlook for the 
proposed bank. 
In March, close to 40 
Congressmen, including at least 
three from Ohio, sent a letter to 
the FDIC asking that Wal-Mart's 
application be denied. 
"We  have grave  concerns 
about Wal-Mart's record as a 
corporate citizen and believe its 
ownership of a bank will have a 
serious negative impact on local 
communities," the Congress 
members wrote. 
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Repairs timely 
at Copper Beech 
(Company defends 
its response time to 
maintenance requests 
By Holly Abrams 
CITY NEWS  EOITOR 
After a detailed investiga- 
tion into the maintenance 
records kept at Copper Beech 
Ibwnhomes,  the company's 
response to tenant requests has 
been found to be up to par. with 
personnel answering to main 
tenance requests on average 
within one to two days. 
This research came follow 
ing the publication of an arti- 
cle in The BG News on Feb. 3, 
in which tenants complained 
of poor construction issues 
■I Copper Beech, located on 
Napoleon Road. 
Nearly HO rental unit files 
revealed thai despite a variety 
of complaints, the number of 
maintenance requests have 
subsided since the complex 
opened a year ago this May. 
Maintenance requests are 
responded to the same day or 
the next, said Richard I rank, 
maintenance manager for 
Bowling Green's Copper Beech 
location. 
if any of the tenants call into 
the leasing agent they fill out a 
work order," said Frank, adding 
that he has done maintenance 
work lor about 25 years. "I try 
to respond quickly, I think it 
makes the kids led good lo gel 
it done." 
The only time a repair ma) 
take longer is it it'san appliance 
under warranty, or a part needs 
to be ordered. 
"If they have a part here on 
premises, we do n the same 
day," I rank said. 
Prank said he strives to 
treat tenants like lie wants lo 
be treated. 
I see no reason to make 
anybody wail to get something 
fixed," he said   "Before I go 
home for the day. the last thing 
I do is check lor work orders 
In the first HI months of 
operation,  according  lo  their 
unit files, Coppet Beech has 
had nearly 4(10 maintenance 
requests or complaints from 
residents, which average less 
than one per day. 
Requests are responded lo 
promptly even with large Size 
of the 22 building complex, said 
Beejan Savabi, exec nine direc- 
tor of sales for Copper Beech. 
MAINTENANCE, PAGE 12 
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OFFICIAL SAMPLE BALLOT 
MAY 2, 2006 DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY- Polls Open 6:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. 
You mav legally lake ihi* sample ballot with you into the polling booth when you vote! 
TED STRICKLAND 
LEE FISHER 
for Ohio Go*cnkH 11 Guwrnoi 
SUBODH CHANDRA 
 LOCAL  
JEFFERY P. BREZ 
fin OhioHtmc 
MELANIER.BOWEN 
for Wood County Commts.\ioner 
A.J.WAGNER 
ti>i /.<-,'.                           | v ( (Ntfl 
PETER M.SIKORA 
JENNIFER L. BRUNNER 
for Ohio Secretary of State 
1 RICHARD CORDRAY 
'"" '  
BARBARA SYKES 
far Ohio Auditor 
THOMAS J.OSOWIK 
for Judge at Court of Appeals 
 FEDERAL  
SHERROD BROWN 
ft* t rilloi Slates Cotpna* 
 —PARTY            1 
JAMES R. PATRICK 
i mocnHii Stale Ccntr.tH otimuttccnmn 
ROBIN WEIRAUCH 
for United SMM (1 xim-s. 
MARGARET MURRAY 
for Democratic State Central Committee woman 
For More Information 
Visit: www.woodcodemocrats.org 
(IN YOUR PRECINCT) 
ftw Wood County Democratic Central Committee Member 
"It's T^ime to Tu" 
Op March 2. 2006 your Wood County Democratic Commute 
School at which candidate* (or all itate. local and judicial o 
rn Ohio ftroundl" 
e sponsored an open public meeting at Bowling Orcen High 
fices in this year's Democratic Primary appeared   Nearly 200 
committee member* and public listened to presentation! by the candidate* and aiked queilion* ol the candidate  Alter the 
presentations and Q A A from the candidates for each office, the Committee vo'ed to whether to endorse and whom to 
endorse The candidates luted above woe cndoncd 
Semester Leases 
:r«$j8Si 
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GREENBRIAR, INC. 
352-0717 
445 E. WOOSTER 
www.greenbriarrentals.com 
Ohio University Summer Sessions 
A better choice for a smarter summer 
Summer at Ohio University is like no other time of the year. Nestled in the 
rolling hills of Southeast Ohio, the class atmosphere is relaxed and 
personable. Living in Athens gives you the chance to get away from the 
city and make some new friends, while making the most of your summer. 
Ohio University Summer Sessions provides the flexibility 
to attend classes at our main campus in Athens, one of 
our regional campuses, or online from anywhere with 
Internet access. 
For more information about the programs 
available at Ohio University, please visit: 
www.ohio.edu/summer 
Register Now! First Session begins June 19! 
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Are you coming home 
for the summer? 
The Ohio State University at Lima offers a summer 
^^     schedule full of general education classes that will 
^^^    easily transfer back to Bowling Green in the fall. 
^^k          For example, our Bio nil is the equivalent of your Bio I04, 
^^          History I5l & l52toHistory205&206,PoliSci Mil to 
^^k                 ^Mki I Mi.i ml Psych        to Psych 
\       ^^ mm         H                     ^^^B     ^^"^F'or information on 
^J     BB|w    BV^^tfHfl      ^^^vhich courses transfer or 
^^|                                       HH9P^'" c'nroll 
Classes begin   ^H                                   L,              call the Office of Admissions 
June 19.          S                            ^T                                 at (419)995-8391. 
limn n-ti r,ln                                                                                                                         -^___Z 
OHIO ■ 
STATE 1 m              Mi. The Excellence. 
We AM              Mo State University LIMA 
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QUOTE 
"We believe this is a turning point for the 
Iraqi citizens, and it's a new chapter in our 
partnership." 
ini>iiy W. Bush, Presidenl of die United Stales. 
www.bgnews.com/opinion 
OPINION 
STAFF EDITORIAL 
Professors deserve better salary 
When it comes to paycheck 
Friday, the University is in many 
cast S failing to deliver to its stall. 
An article in today's BG Mews 
explains lite low salaries many 
faculty at the University are 
receiving. 
This nives the University a dis- 
advantage in hiring new educa- 
tors. If we can't offer an attractive 
salary to faculty and staff, we'll 
lose them to oihei universities 
who are offering more money 
,iiui bettei benefits. 
The   bottom   line   is   the 
YOU DECIDE 
Do you think the profes- 
sors should be getting more 
money? Send an e-mail to 
thenews@bgnews.com and tell 
us what you think, or post feed- 
back on our Web site. 
University's ability to attract 
quality professors affects its abil- 
ity to attract students and main- 
tain a high profile in Ohio, and 
throughout the country, 
lliat's not to say there aren't 
plenty of qualified teachers will- 
ing to come and work fbl the 
BGSU, but if the University is 
serious about gaining an edge 
over other institutions, the 
administration will have to pay 
for the talent 
Universities can't exist with- 
out professors and instructors. 
A combination of professors 
and administrators usually 
carry tile University's reputa- 
tion. Professors are an invalu- 
able resource to students, and 
their involvement outside the 
classroom also lias an effect 
on the University; for example 
they might advise a student 
organization, 
Well known professors also 
boost the reputation of certain 
majors which in turn lioosl the 
attractiveness of the school. 
One of the problems thai drags 
down the University's reputation 
is the number of instructors we 
employ versus the number of full 
professors. 
Howling (,ieen  employs 2117 
instructors,  a  whopping   131 
more than the next closest Ohio 
university. 
Since instructors gel paid less 
than professors, the number of 
instructors is bringing down 
the average. 
Not to mention the large num- 
ber of instructors means fewer 
classes are being taught by pro- 
fessors who have compleled 
their doctorate training. 
Is this had news for students? 
Can we claim the same level ol 
education is being provided if 
one class is being taught by a 
professor and the other by an 
instructor? 
At the end of the day, our 
instructors here at BCiSU work 
very hard and arguably teach 
students from a wealth of 
career experience and profes- 
sional training. 
liui students come to universi- 
ties to get a higher level ol educa- 
tion. We should be able to offer 
diem not only the best educa- 
tors possible, or BGSU will fall 
behind the pack in Ohio 
1 r I M I 1 
il i IS TO THE EDITOR PEOPLE 
Students: show 
you care and 
go vote today 
Wiili the rising cost of highei 
education, as well as main other 
issues, we as students need to 
make sure that our elected olli- 
dals know (hat we arc serious 
about these issues. 
This is why, we need intake 
lime today, to get out and vote 
So man) times, when we go 
down in lobby ill Columbus, we 
hear from our legislators that 
students don't can1, so students 
don't vote 
Mow is our chance to show 
just bow much we can1, and gel 
out and make a difference. No 
matter what part) you support, 
let's show them that as citizens 
ol ibis country, we waul and will 
exercise our rfghl to vote. 
I encourage students io 
research the candidates running 
and find out where the) stand 
on different Issues. You can vote 
in the Multipurpose Hoom in 
the Bowen Thompson Student 
Union il yi IU live on campus and 
even il you are not registered to 
v i He in Howling (ireen, as long 
as you are registered to vote in 
Ohio, Mill can vote today, foils 
close at 7:30 pan... 
Its time to make a difference! 
Lets start to Dream BIG 
BERNARD LITTLE 
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT 
blittle0bgsu.edu 
9/11 isn't the 
worst tragedy 
we've ever seen 
I'm not going to respond to Alan 
i blcaterras review of "I Inited 93" 
movie because I haven't seen it, 
however I am going to respond 
to his politics surrounding the 
iv\ lew. first and foremost, I am 
so sick of people telling me that 
I forgot about 9/11. The events 
that occurred on September 11 
were big lor America hut ill the 
context ol the world, this "disas- 
ter" baulk ranks. 
For instance, when America 
dropped the i inf) all imic bomb 
toevei be used on Hiroshima, 
lapan, in 1945 roughly 80,000 
Japanese were killed — com- 
pared to the 2,!IH(i lives lost on 
September 11. 
Since Scpteinhci I I.America 
has dropped in all international 
polls relating to personal and 
economic freedoms. The Wall 
Street louinal lias dropped us 
to 12th out ol lf>5 countries 
fen Economic Freedom [Tie 
I conomists world wide qualit) 
of life index listed America at 
13th out of 111 countries in 2005. 
You laughingly quote Hush 
Umbaugh as he espouses his 
hatred for the terrorists that did 
this. I'll pause to mention that 
we've lost nearly 2,400 lives in 
Iraq which is drawing danger- 
ously close in the number we 
losi on September 11 in the first 
place and there's no clear end 
in sight 
So the question siiii remains, 
why are we in Iraq? Additionally. 
another movie was released in 
21)05 documenting the entire 
tragedy of 2001 that questions 
the American Governments 
involvement in the attacks This 
film titled "Loose Change" is cer- 
tainly worth checking out 
What happened to America 
on September 11 was certainly 
historic for America but If we're 
going to cling to its memory we 
should dei so in order to think 
more critically about what hap- 
pened in those historic hours 
and what has happened in this 
country since, 
COREY BAUM 
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT 
coreyb@bgsu.edu 
"AND IF THEY 
CAN'T EVEN 
UNPERSTAND 
EN3USH.H0W 
POITELL 
IMMIGRANTS 
TO GO BACK 
WHERE TH&Y 
CAME F&OM? 
l.\TIIK.\i:\VS|{()()M 
What Jo you want 
people to know about 
The BG News? 
f 
JESS WAGNER 
SENIOR, PULSE EDITOR 
"We play naked hide 
'n go seek in West Hall 
on the weekends." 
ERIN BZYMEK 
SENIOR. OPINION EDITOR 
"We are all closet 
Republicans." 
BRIDGETTHARP 
SENIOR, CAMPUS NEWS 
EDITOR 
"We think the nasty, 
profane Letters to the 
Editor are funny." 
KM 
BOB M0SER 
SENIOR, EDITOR-IN- 
CHIEF 
"Great hair is respect- 
ed and rewarded 
when payday comes." 
Universal study 
guide offers help 
MARC 
KOZAK 
l' Wihi'vhiimiisl 
DdfyVkktU 
IllinoisSlaleUniversily 
We are all going through 
the sadistic ritual of     . 
I'x.imvUi' must com- 
plete final projects, study for 
dozens of minutes, and complain 
loudly alKiut having loo much to 
elo il someone' asks us lei elei am 
kind of additional small task. 
lb help everyone save time, I've 
compiled a universal studv guide 
containing anything that's Impor- 
tant from every subject. Clip this 
article' out of the paper and rc- 
read it several Dines for maximum 
effect. Also, Ix-sine to read this 
fo a comfortable environment, 
takeseveral small breaks, make 
an outline, chew gum. get plenty 
ol rest, exercise; and utilize all of 
those oilier studying tips you've 
heard about that never work. 
According to the common 
sense busting multiplicative 
identrt) formula, a' I =a Hie two 
circle formulas are area (pr2) mid 
circumfcR'iice I2pr). You prob- 
ably know this already, Inn given a 
complex number /.a * b i, sinfzj 
= sin(a)cosblb) + ceis(a)sinh(b) i. 
Presumably 2*2 will always equal 
I, unless you are li\ ing inside ol 
George Orwell's 1964, which in 
case it equals 5. 
I )\A is transcribed into lf\ V 
which is transported by mRNA 
The atomic number is the num- 
ber of protons an atom lias, while 
the atomic mass (also referred 
to as the atomic weight) is the 
number of protom and neutrons 
in an atom. 
For some reason, Nats 
the Periodic abbreviation for 
sodium, even though those 
letters aren't included in the 
word, i iray's Anatomy is a book 
including detailed, vibrant ana- 
tomical engravings published in 
1918, while Grey's Anatomy is a 
television show on ABC which, 
despite winning awards, Inac- 
curately presents medical situ- 
ations and greatly exaggerates 
the degree to which doctors and 
medical professionals fraternize 
with one another. 
Memorize your linking verbs: 
do, does, did, haw, has had, 
they might, was, can, could, 
will, would, shall, should, and 
being. I lell. if you want, make 
a cool acronym out of il: 
l)DI)l IIII ri'MWCCWWSSU! 
Then make a cuh-raaazy sen- 
tence out of il! Doug's dumb dog 
bates heckling horrible tiny men 
with cool cars while whistling 
Spi ingstein songs backwards! 
The goal of a goexl lesson plan 
is to communicate to yourself so 
you can properly communicate 
yourintended lesson to your 
students. Vbu can practice this 
fjy watching seven million videos 
alxiul lesson plans, working on 
lesson plans, carrying around les- 
son plans, breathing lesson plans. 
dreaming about lesson plans, and 
melting down your lesson plans 
and drinking them. 
On to marketing! The 
Galvanometer Test mea- 
sures how much zinc has 
been applied to steel or iron. 
Psv chographics is either the 
name of a copy shop or the term 
for pictures that are insane' A 
gross audience Is the combined 
attendance ofaGwar concert 
I or you music, theatre and arts 
people, a ledger line is the point 
in your career when you decide to 
star in Itrokehai k Mountain. The 
treble del Is a higher pitch, the 
bass clef is a lower pitch, and the 
Wydef is a pilch found only in 
songs by trie Fugees. Upstage is 
toward the audience, downstage 
is the opposite, and liitsiage is a 
siage that favors interventionist 
government collectivism, innova- 
tie in, and change. Hightslage is 
when' die hippies stand. Cockling 
is w i inkling or puckering in paper 
supports, caused by applying 
washes onto a flimsy or Improp- 
erly stretched surface Plus, it'sa 
funny word 
Dondeesd bano70uest 
la sidle de bains ? Wo ist das 
Badezimmer? Dove e la stanza da 
bagnofWhere is the badiroom?! 
Attention future lawyers: The 
leading New Mirk case concern- 
ing die legal impossibility of 
an attempt charges is People v 
Camphefi,72N.Y2d602The 
statute at issue in that case had 
two coni|X)nents. The accused 
must have 1) intended to interfere 
/JJJ/IJJJJJJJJJJJJJJZ.  
Critical I'omputei science 
equation: C-( :+-f|avasript-D+,VII V 
G#=a job making more money 
than level will. 
Finally, for all aspiring philos- 
ophers: If I'm holding a cup of 
water and I ask you, "is the cup 
empty?" you will say, "No, it's 
full ol Water." liui if I pour out 
the water and I ask you again, 
you may say, "yes, it's empty." 
Hut. empty of what? My cup 
is empty of water, but it's not 
empty of air. To be empty is to 
be empty of something., sorry, I 
blacked out for a second. What 
just happened? 
So there you have h. Study 
this article religiously and you're 
assured of at least getting points 
for creativity. 
BOB M0SER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 
210 West Hall 
Bowling (ireen Stale University 
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403 
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The BG News Submission Policy 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR arc to be fewer 
than 300 words. These arc usually 
in response to a current issue on the 
University's campus or the Bowli..g 
Green area. 
GUEST COLUMNS arc lunger pieces 
between 600 and 800 words. These 
arc usually also in response to a cur- 
rent issue on the University's campus 
or the Bowling Green area. 
POLICIES 
; Utters to the Fditor and Guest 
; Columns arc printed as space on the 
; Opinion Page permits. Additional 
: Letters to the Kditor or Guest 
: Columns may be published online. 
! Name, year and phone number 
; should be included far verification 
; purposes. Personal attacks, unverified 
; information or anonymous submis- 
; sions will not be printed. 
E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an attach- 
ment to thenews@bgnews.com 
with the subject line marked "letter 
to the 1-dilor" or "Guest Column'Only 
e-mailed letters and columns will be 
considered for printing All letters arc 
subject to review for length and clarity 
before printing. 
Opinion columns do not necessarily 
reflect the views of The BG News. 
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Repairs timely 
at Copper Beech 
Julie DiFranco B(. N«*s 
TROUBLE IN BG?: The new super Wal-Mart in Bowling Green is still under construction. It is expected to open in a tew weeks. Community 
banks aren't worried about Wal-Mart banks, despite the controversy stirring in Congress that it could create a "competitive imbalance." 
You can cash your checks, too: 
Wal-Mart plans to add banks 
The newest addition 
to the company could 
threaten local banks 
By Andrea SlivKa 
FEATURES EDITOR 
Several COIIKTOSS IIICIIIIH'IS ti-.n 
a new Wal-Mart-owned bank 
could harm local communities, 
liui Bowling Green bank officials 
and BGSU students don't seem 
as concerned. 
"I don't think ii la Wal-Mart 
bank branch] would affect the 
community banks hereintown." 
said Betty Kahlemberg, man- 
ager ot Union Bank ( ompanys 
BowllngGreen branch. 
Wal-Man iscurrentl) seeking 
to form Its own hank thai would 
handle Its electronic finan 
cial transactions i he i ederal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation 
iscondui rJnghearingstodecide 
whether i" gran) Wal-Mart's 
request to Insure the bank. 
Bur recently, several (longress 
members have voiced their con- 
cern thai Wal-Mart would seek 
io expand beyond processing 
its own transactions and begin 
opening local hank branches in 
its stores, 
However, the current pro- 
posal by Wal-Man isn't to create 
,i hank like local community 
hanks m BowllngGreen, 
Instead, the hank's soli' i us 
tomer would he Wal-Mart, 
according to the company? 
application to the I UK 
"The  primary  function ol 
the Hank js to serve as spon- 
•.iii forWal Man to facilitate the 
electronic processing of checks 
[including the electronic re- 
presentment ol checks] and the 
receipt of credit card and debit 
caul payments from customers 
in Wal-Mart stores." the com- 
pany states in its application. 
And the compart) expects 
Ihere would he positive elicits 
tut local communities, 
"the way it will benefit local 
consumers is this will help us 
lower prices lot our customers," 
said   Manx   lleires, Wal-Mart 
spokesman. 
lleires said thai currently, 
Wal-Mart pays othei companies 
to handle its electronic transai 
lions. IIWal-Mart could process 
its own transactions, that tost 
would he relumed to the com- 
pany and its customers in the 
form of savings. 
Hut some Ohio Congress 
members don't share Wal- 
Mart's positive outlook lot the 
proposed bank. 
hi    March,    close    to     III 
< longressmen, including at least 
three from < Wo, sent a letter to 
die I DIC asking that Wal-Mart's 
application he denied. 
"We have grave concerns 
about Wal-Mart's record as a 
corporate citizen and believe iis 
ownership of a hank will have a 
serious negative impact on local 
communities," the Congress 
members wrote. 
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OFFICIAL SAMPLE BALLOT 
MAY 2.2006 DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY - Polls Open 6:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. 
VOU m.iy legal I) lake tins sample ballot with >ou into the polling booth when you vole! 
 STATE  
TED STRICKLAND 
LEE FISHER 
to,Ohio Oo\ernor 11 (io\cmnr 
SUBODH CHANDRA 
forQhia \uomei General 
JENNIFER L.BRUNNER 
fix OhioSecretan of Stan 
RICHARD CORDRAY 
im Ohio fh&suiwi 
BARBARASYKES 
im Ohio «wUa 
 FBDERAL  
SHERROD BROWN 
tt» i niicii Stum Congress 
ROBIN WEIRAUCH 
tot I foiled Stttes (S mgnu 
For More Information 
Visit: www.woodcodemocrats.org 
 LOCAL  
JEFFERY P. BREZ 
MELANIER.BOWEN 
lor \tbod Count) Commusionct 
 JUDICIAL  
A.J.WAGNER 
tbrJosiic*&fo Supreme Court 
PETER M.SIKORA 
for Justice Ohio Supreme 
THOMAS J.OSOWIK 
fbrJuefge <>i c ourt ofAppcak 
 PARTY  
JAMES R.PATRICK 
toi DemncratK Stoic CentralCo*li^•*,*•*"•,**,, 
MARGARET MURRAY 
for DemocnituSute Centr.il C<muiiilltv\u>iiuii 
(IN YOUR PRECINCT) 
tor W'IHHICount\ Democratic Central< ommmxe Member 
"It's T'ime to T'urn Ohio 'Arouncfi" 
On March 2. 2006 M Wood County Democratic Coninnllcc 
School .1 which c.ndiJ.lci lor all uiu. loci and judicial old 
commillec memo... and public h.tcntd lo prcaenlalion. by Ihc 
prcKiHalinna and Q * A trom the candidate! lor each ollicc 
endone Til* "■"'■dam lined >to Km mlumd.  
r.....»cd an open public meeting al Bowling Green High 
M in llm year1* Democratic Primary appeared. Nearly 200 
andidalet and a*kcd quclion* of Ihc candidate After the 
the Committee voled lo whether lo endorse and whom lo 
Company defends 
its response time to 
maintenance requests 
By Holly Abrams 
CI1Y HIH% EDITOR 
Aftei it detailed Investiga 
lion into the maintenance 
records kept al Copper Beech 
low tihoines. the company's 
response to tenant requests has 
been found to be up to par, with 
personnel answering lii main 
tenance requests on average 
within one to two days, 
This research t ante follow 
inn the publii atlon ol an arti- 
cle In I he BG News on i cb. 3, 
in which tenants complained 
ol pom construction issues 
al t oppet Beech, located on 
Napoleon Road. 
Nearl) 110 rental unii hies 
revealed thai despite a variet) 
ol complaints, the numbei ol 
maintenance requests have 
subsided since the complex 
opened a year ago this May, 
Maintenani e requests tire 
responded lo the same da) oi 
the next, said Richard I rank, 
maintenance managei foi 
Howling Green's t oppei Beech 
location. 
II anyol the tenants call into 
the leasing agent the) till out a 
work order," said I tank, adding 
thai he has done maintenance 
work lot aboul 25 years. "I tr\ 
to respond quickly, l think it 
makes the kids fed good IO gel 
it done." 
The only time a repair ma) 
takelongei is u It'san appliance 
under warranty m a pan needs 
10 be ordered 
II ihe) have a pan here on 
premises, we do it the same 
day," I rank said. 
I rank said he strives lo 
treat tenants like he wants lo 
be Heated 
"I  see n ason lo make 
anybod lething 
fixed," he - e I go 
home lot the day, the lasl thing 
I do is check ders." 
In the first Hi months ol 
operaiion, at c ording lo their 
unit files, t oppi i Beet h has 
had nearl) 400 maintenam e 
requests or t omplaints hum 
residents, which average less 
than one per day. 
Requests are responded lo 
promptly even with largt 
ol ihe 22 building complt 
Beejan Savabi, exei utive direc- 
IOI nl sale-slot l.oppet Hi ■ 
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Semester Leases 
*9W\t Ufa* GREENBRIAR, INC. 
352-0717 
445 E. WOOSTER 
www.greenbiiarrentals.com 
Ohio University Summer Sessions 
A better choice for a smarter summer 
Summer al Ohio University is like no other time of Ihe year. Nestled in ItM 
rolling hills of Southeast Ohio, the class atmosphere is relaxed and 
personable. Living in Athens gives you the chance to get away from Ihe 
city and make some new friends, while making the most of your summer. 
Ohio University Summer Sessions provides the flexibility 
to attend classes at our main campus in Athens, one of 
our regional campuses, or online from anywhere with 
Internet access. 
For more information about the programs 
available at Ohio University, please visit: 
www.ohio.edu/summer 
Register Now! First Session begins June 19! 
OHIO Its a BRIGHT idea! 
Are you coming home 
for the summer? 
The Ohio State University at Lima oilers a summer 
schedule full of general education classes thai will 
i easily transfer back to Howling Green in the fell. 
I or example our Bio IOI is the equivalent of your Bio 104, 
llisior\ 151 & 152 to History 205 & 206, Poli Sd 101 to 
jti 110 and Psych 100 to Psych 101. 
t lasses begin 
June 19. 
MifW.05H.edu 
lor information on 
vhkhcourses transferor 
bmv to enroll lor siininicr > lasses, 
call the Office ol Admissions 
,n : 119)995-8391. 
The Excellence. 
State University 
OHIO 
SLATE 
! [MA 
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Books out, study space in 
LIBRARY. FROM PAGE 1 
department 
"We've col to be in rail face, 
libraries can't be an invisible 
resource," Sleek said "We've got 
to be righi there making sure thai 
you understand what we can do 
for you." 
Redefine, redesign 
I Tie role of a library is chang- 
ing as the digital age offers free 
content on the Web. Experts say 
libraries are becoming coopera- 
tive learning spaces — places for 
students to gather for group work 
and access to new technology. 
While a library is commonly 
though! of as a house for books, 
some colleges are moving books 
out In make room for new types 
of study areas, like multi-media 
labs and cyber cafes. 
Al Stanford University in 
California, head architect David 
Lenox is leading a movement to 
gel old bunks out and new faces 
into their campus libraries. 
"Some books aren't accessed for 
years anil years, because square 
footage does cost a premium, at 
leasi at Stanford, its better to use 
il for the people than it is to use it 
for the books thai aren't accessed 
that often." Lenox said. 
It was a much needed change, 
Lenox said. With more informa- 
tion available via the Web, learn- 
ing became solitary. 
"So on one hand the library has 
actually become more helpful 
because of electronics, bin what 
the/re finding is [ihe Web] took 
away the human side of learning 
together," UMIOX said. 
The graduau' business school 
at Stanford recently finished a 
project in encourage face-to-face 
study areas. With old books out 
and extra periodicals stored as 
digital files, then was more room 
for team study space. 
Thelibraryai Indiana University 
has a similar set-up. With a coffee 
liar, cafeteria, and lots of group 
study space in the facility, the 
library has become a booming, 
busy place. Steele said, 
"Most of our students live off 
campus. They come in for the 
day they set up camp, and they 
lend lo sel up camp in the library," 
Steele said. "So this is really the 
place to be on campus, and we 
have thousands of people com- 
ing in every day." 
Howling Green Stale University 
has recognized these trends, and 
is moving tow-aril (he group-study 
style. Within the last five yean 
the 7th floor was converted to a 
group-study space. A more recent 
project was finished over spring 
break when the reserve room 
became another study area. 
While outgoing library Dean 
I on,imc Haricombe acknowl- 
edged that the library is making 
"small steps" toward a redesign, a 
complete renovation with all nec- 
essary structural repairs would 
require a large sum of money. 
But that's money the library 
doesn't have. The Hoard of 
trustees hasn't cleared funding 
for library renovations or put it on 
die Capital Planning priority list 
With a still incomplete feasibility 
study to reevaluate die previously 
estimated S15 million in renova- 
tions, the future of the building 
remains unclear. 
Moving ahead 
Despite the Google scare, 
libraries have adapted lo work 
with die new technology, (idled 
the "Google Project,* libraries 
are collaborating with die search 
engine to digitize rare books, 
Bui some library experts are 
still skeptical. Steele sees (rfHigle's 
future as cloudy, not libraries'. 
"People trust us lo collect 
materials and preserve them for 
the future," Steele said. "Well now, 
it's a Web page, it's a digital object. 
And are the commercial vend- 
ers going to be here in 50 or 100 
years? Is Google going to be here 
and taking care of the content 
that they're creating?" 
To Steele, libraries will always 
have a clear role. 
"People Inisl libraries to be 
kind of a neutral ground, on a 
campus or in a community. A 
place where there can be free 
exchange of ideas on all sides of 
a topic are available to users. And 
I don'! think that ends or changes 
in this kind of environment," she 
said. 
And that's why experts seem to 
agree diat libraries will still exist in 
the future. 
"Prom the people I talk to. 
[libraries] actually becoming 
more important, but just taking 
on a little different twist. Some 
people say they're going lo go 
away, but really at die end of die 
day, I think libraries wen' there 
liecause they're resources," Lenox 
said. "People can lie a resource 
as much as a book can be a 
resource." 
Immigration issues affect local areas 
By Lincoln Stanley 
REPORTER 
A pivotal issue facing the United 
States Congress also has far-reach- 
ing consequences for the Howling 
Green area. 
For a significant part of the last 
few months, the debate about 
what to tin with the 11 million 
undocumented immigrants living 
in America has divided die gov- 
ernment and die people of dlis 
country. 
Accordingto die U.S. (ilizenship 
and Immigration Services Web 
site, The Immigration Reform and 
Control Act of 19H6 attempted to 
deal widi this problem before. It 
allowed diose who could prove 
their entry into the U.S. to apply 
for citizenship. Al the time, the act 
set over 3 million immigrants on 
die road lo citizenship 
Other acis have had die 
opposite goal: They sought lo 
limit die amount of immigrants 
allowed into the country Sonic 
notable ones include die Glincse 
Exclusion Act of 1882, which sel 
out to curb Chinese immigration, 
and the Immigration Act of 192-1, 
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Victims not to blame for violence 
COCOON, FROM PAGE 2 
Porter, a VITAL advocate for the 
Viok'nceliHerventiontoAdvocate 
life Choices program in BG. 
"There's physical abuse, but it's 
also emotional, verbal, financial 
and sexual abuse," she said. "It 
takes a woman |on average] five 
to seven limes lo leave an abusive 
itiationship for good." 
Bui with Ihe Cocoon shatter 
in town, women here have a safe 
place lo turn. 
According to Knieger, "When 
the shelter opened, we had our 
first client by die end of die day." 
Lack of support 
Even diough die shelter helps 
many women in the communi- 
ty, it's still hard to receive enough 
funding for programs helping 
women who have been victims 
of violence. 
"Funding is still only fairly 
available. Ihe money goes lo 
urban areas first so it takes a 
while to get to small commu- 
nities," she said. "Tlie meager 
funding is still constantly under 
threat [by politicians and legisla- 
tors!." 
In fact, the only victim advo- 
cate thai was available on 
B( ISU's campus lost funding last 
year and is no longer available to 
the 21,000 students. 
" I here's just not enough 
money for a lot of social prob- 
lems today." Filing said, it trick- 
les down from federal to slate to 
local" 
However, a few victim advo- 
cates have begun volunteering 
to work overtime in ihe psychol- 
ogy building to oiler victims on 
campus a place to turn. 
liul violence against women 
isn't just a problem here. It's a 
problem all over the world, and 
by and large then just aren'l 
enough resources to deal with it. 
"I   feel   for   these   women 
because there's nowhere to go," 
Filing said. 
According to Amnesty 
International, an international, 
non-governmental organization 
that promotes human rights, 
domestic violence ranked higher 
that traffic accidents, war and 
malaria as a cause of death and 
disability among all women 
between the ages of 15 and 44. 
QUICK FACTS ABOUT 
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE: 
■ No. 1 reason women go to 
emergency rooms in America 
■ No 1 cause of injury to 
women in the U. S. 
■ After leaving a violent rela- 
tionship, a woman is 75 per- 
cent more likely to be killed. 
■ The first women's shelter in 
Bowling Green opened in 
2005. 
And in this country, the 
American Medical Association 
ranks domestic violence as die 
No. 1 cause of injury to women, 
and die No. 1 reason women go 
to emergency rooms. 
"It's clearly a health issue, but 
it's not just a healdi issue; it's also 
a human rights issue and a social 
issue," Knieger said. "Violence 
is a choice and people who are 
violent could have made odier 
choices." 
Vicious cycle 
Many people don't like to talk 
about violence as a choice and 
ihe abuser's role because il seem 
like the Victim should have jusl 
left the Situation. But according 
to Knieger, that's just blaming 
the victim and il happens fairiy 
often. 
"There arc a lot of reasons for 
victim blaming," she said. "The 
tendency is to blame the vic- 
tim because blaming Ihe abuser 
would mean acknowledging our 
own vulnerability." 
If it's the victim's fault, it's easi- 
er to write nlf than if it's the fauli 
of the abuser. 
"When you hold the perpetra- 
tor accountable you have to look 
at your own vulnerability, and 
dial's scary because if a woman 
got beat up just because her 
[partner] wanted to beat her up, 
dien it becomes possible for any 
woman to get beat up by her 
[partner]," Knieger said. 
Often when people hear that 
a woman's been beaten for years 
by her Iparmcr] die first ques- 
tion that comes to mind is. 'Why 
did she slay and let him do that?', 
instead of, 'Why did he do dial?'. 
"Outside the situation, il 
becomes very easy to say 'I'd 
never let that happen to me,' but 
you jusl never know," said lulie 
llaught. lecturer in women's 
Studies and English al BGSU. 
"We need to recognize domestic 
violence as a cultural epidemic." 
According to Porter, domestic 
violence is so common diere is 
a model for it: the cycle of vio- 
lence. 
First, there's the act of vio- 
lence, followed by excuses for die 
action. After dial is the honey- 
niooner stage, where die abuser 
apologizes and promises il will 
never happen again. Then, the 
two get back in the routine of die 
relationship, and it doesn't take 
long for tension lo build again, 
ending in more violence. 
Ironically, diis cycle of vio- 
lence often continues out of Ihe 
victim's genuine love for dieir 
partner. 
"Women are socialized as 
caregivers, and il makes them 
want lo salvage the relation- 
ship," I lauglit said. "There's also 
a complexity of emotions. You 
can be in love widi someone 
who hurts you." 
Bui according to filing, die 
more people who are aware of 
die problems with domestic vio- 
lence, the mom options there 
will be lo help put an end to it. 
Progress in BG 
Bowling Green has come a 
long way in Ihe lasl few years. 
"VYfe have more awareness," 
she said. "Bowling Green has 
done a lot to gel the |Cocuon| 
shelter up and running." 
Knieger said the Bowling 
Green Police have also been 
instrumental in helping die shel- 
ter remain a safe place. 
ihe cops were frustrated by 
the lack or resources for victims 
before," she said. "Hie police are 
really interested in die success of 
the shelter." 
For now, their goal is to 
encourage meaningful dialogue 
in order lo keep the issue of 
domestic violence in die fore- 
front of discussion, and lo help 
promote social awareness. 
i think the taboo |of domes- 
tic violence as a private matter] 
is lessening, but thereto a long 
way to go before victim-blaming 
slops, and a long way lo go until 
then? are truly meaningful con- 
sequences for die perpetrators," 
Knieger said. 
WOW! You won't believe 
what we are doing NOW! r*% K or &< ?*<*TS# e</j r0o 
LARGEST AND NICEST 3 & 4 BEDROOM T0WNH0MES 
tisr 
*4 
iase 
4 Bedroom 
rates as low 
as $295 per 
person! 
Entry Level Lower Level Upper Level 
• Spacious Living Room and Full Size Kitchen • 2,000 square feet of living space over three levels 
• Private bath in each Bedroom-plus half bath for your guests    • Huge deck to share with your neighbor 
• Free High Speed Internet & Cable connection in each room 
PRICES SO LOW YOU WOULDN'T BELIEVE! 
i  o w N I • o M r- 
CO.M M U N I   I   IIS.   I   I   r 
2057 Napoleon Rd. 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 
419-353-3300 
www.copperbeechtownhomes.com 
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BUSH: IRAQI GOVERNMENT STILL DETERMINED 
WASHINGTON (AP) — Three years after declaring 
major military operations over in Iraq, President Bush 
said yesterday that a report from his two top foreign 
policy officials ontheirvisitto Baghdad shows that Iraq's 
leadership is "more determined than ever to succeed ... 
They need to know that we stand with them." 
www.bgnews.com/nation 
MOOR 
D.C. sniper 
trial begins 
with jury 
selection 
After conviction in 
Virginia, shooter 
tried in Maryland 
By Stephen Manning 
THE ASS0CIAIE0 PRESS 
ROCKVILLa Md. — Convicted 
Washington-area sniper |ohn 
Allen Muhammad presented a 
last-minute handwritten list of 
prospective witnesses yester- 
day as his trial got under way 
with jury prospects answering 
written questions. 
Circuit Court Judge lames 
Ryan agreed to consider wit- 
nesses on Muhammad's list 
who live in Maryland. 
Muhammad. 45, who is act- 
ing as his own lawyer, is facing 
six murder charges for sniper 
killings in Maryland dur- 
ing the 2002 shooting spree. 
He is already on death row in 
Virginia, after being convict- 
ed of one sniper shooting in 
Manassas,Va 
Maryland prosecutors say 
justice demands a trial in the 
county that suffered the most: 
Six of die 10 sniper slayings 
were in Montgomery County, 
and   the   three-week  spree 
SNIPER, PAGE 8 
DEMANDING REFORM 
Stmn Stnn« AP Photo 
PROTESTS CONTINUE: Caroline De Jesus of Boston, front left, waves the flag of the Dominican Republic during a demonstration at 
Harvard University yesterday. Protestors in the rally demanded immigration reform as part of a nationwide day of demonstrations. 
State official makes a deal to avoid prosecution 
ByMattApuzzo 
1Hf   ASSOCIATED PRESS 
NEW HAVEN, Conn. — A state 
official who helped send former 
Cov. John G. Rowland to prison 
in a corruption case told a federal 
grand jury that she received many 
of die same expensive hotel get- 
aways, lavish dinners and limou- 
sine rides that were used to bribe 
the governor's office. 
Yet Kristine Ragaglia made a deal 
for her testimony that spared her 
from prosecution, allowing her to 
keep the S104,00O-a-year state job 
she now has investigating govern- 
ment fraud. She still faces a civil 
case brought by Attorney General 
Richard Hlumenthal. and he said 
yesterday he was determined to 
go after "Ragaglia and others who 
haw betrayed the public trust." 
Through sealed grand jury 
transcripts, FBI reports and per- 
sonal diaries examined by The 
Associated Press, Ragaglia detailed 
how shv took die luxuries while 
head of the state Department of 
Children and Families and helped 
steer a S57 million detention cen- 
ter contract to a developer who 
had provided gifts to Rowland. 
Ragaglia. who ran the child pro- 
tection agency from 1997-2003, 
DEAL, PAGE 8 
More jail 
time given 
to terrorist 
professor 
Judge lengthens 
sentence of terror 
group supporter 
By Mitch Stacy 
THE ASS0CIATEO PRESS 
TAMPA. Ha, — A judge sen- 
tenced former professor Sami 
Al-Arian yesterday to another 
year and a half in prison before 
he will be deported in his ter- 
rorism conspiracy case, call- 
ing him "an active leader" in a 
Palestinian terror group. 
Al-Arian, 48, was sentenced 
to four years and nine months, 
but he will get credit for the 
diree years and three months 
he already has served. 
Attorney Unda Moreno 
asked the judge to release 
her client now, but die judge 
refused and called Al-Arian "a 
master manipulator." 
Al-Arian signed a plea 
agreement April 1-1 in which 
he admitted providing sup- 
port to members of the 
Palestinian Islamic liliad. a 
State Department-designated 
terrorist group responsible for 
hundreds of deaths in Israel 
and the Palestinian territories. 
TERROR, PAGE 8 
SUMMER LEASES NOW AVAILABLE! 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 445 East Wooster St.* 352-0717 
5th Annual Award-Winning 
When You Move Out 
Don't Throw it Out! 
It's that shirt you never wear anymore, the pants that 
don't fit, all those cans of soup and extra boxes of 
Mac 'n Cheese, or the fan you don't have room to store. 
Chances are, if you have extra stuff, you can donate it to 
Bowling Green area families and organizations in need! 
What can be donated? 
• Any and all clothing and shoes, in or out of fashion 
• Non-perishable food (snacks, cereal, 
peanut butter, ramen noodles etc.) 
• Clean bedding/towels/pillows/blankets 
• Books-anyandall 
• Paper and school supplies of any kind. 
• Personal items-used and open are O.K.! 
(ex: laundry detergent, soap, fans, games, sports 
equipment, dishes/glassware, toys, etc.) 
• Furniture that is clean and in good shape 
• Basically, just about anything you're willing to part with! 
Now until the residence halls close! 
Look for the donation boxes in your residence hall 
lobby, Greek Houses, Chily's and GT Convenience 
stores, and the Union 
Sponsored by the Office of Residence Life, Kroger, the University Bookstore, Recreational Sports & BGSU Recycling. 
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NATIONWIDE PROTEST 
Mary AllaKer AP Photo 
HITTING THE STREETS: Demonstrators gather in the Chinatown neighborhood of New York yesterday. Small businesses were closed 
in some parts of the city as New Yorkers took part in a national day of economic protest by illegal immigrants and their allies. 
Jihad supporter took plea after 9/11 trial 
TERROR, FROM PAGE 1 
The former University ol South 
Florida professor took the plea 
deal even though a jury failed 
to comic) him on an) of the 17 
charges against him after a six- 
month trial last war. His family 
said he look the deal to get out "I 
jail and end their suffering 
Al-Arian onee was considered 
one of the most Important terror- 
ist Bgures brought to trial in the 
Unilcd Males sinee die Sept. II, 
2001, terrorism attacks, I lis iniiii I- 
ment in 2003 was hailed hv ihen 
— Attorney (leneral Win AshorjA 
OS one of the fiist triumphs of the 
Patriot Act enacted in the weeks 
aliei Sept 11. 
As part of die plea agreement, 
he admitted being associated with 
die Palestinian Islamic lihad since 
die late 1980s and providing "ser- 
vices'' for the group, which includ- 
ed filing for immigration benefits 
for key members, hiding the iden- 
tities of those men and lying alx nit 
his Involvement 
Al-Arian's attorneys argued 
during his trial dial although lie 
and his co-defendants were vocal 
advocates  for the Palettiniaii 
cause, die government had no 
proof they planned or knew about 
specific ads of violence. They said 
the money the defendants raised 
was for legitimate charities. 
Sniper to serve 
as his own lawyer 
SNIPER, FROM PAGE 7 
began and ended there 
After die brief pretrial hear- 
ing yesterday, prosecutors and 
Muhammad began picking from 
a pool of 300 potential jurors 
from Montgomery County The 
final panel will consist of 12 
jurors and four alternates. 
The jury pool began answer- 
ing a long list of written ques- 
tions, including some about 
how much they know about die 
Sniper shootings that terrorized 
the n'gion for thiee weeks, 
Muhammad and accomplice 
Lee Boyd Malvo WBfB linked to 
10 slayings and three wound 
ings during the string of attacks 
in Maryland, Virginia and 
Washington, D.C. They also have 
been tied to deaths in several 
other states. 
Some have questioned if Irving 
Muhammad again is worth the 
money it will cost. Montgomery 
County State's Attorney Douglas 
(iansler said new convictions an' 
needed in case the Virginia ver- 
dicts are overturned. 
Muhammad belatedly asked 
for a change of venue Friday, 
saying he could not get a fair 
trial in the county, but Ryan 
denied his request 
Muhammad fired his court- 
appoinled lawyers a month ago, 
and though he has three standby 
attorneys to aid him, it will be 
up to him to pick which jurors 
he wants. 
His proposed list of questions 
for potential jurors had included 
some unusual requests, such as 
their opinion of school uniforms. 
Ryan denied those requests, but 
Muhammad, a convert to Islam, 
is being allowed to ask jurors 
whether they are Muslim. 
Gifts given to official 
DEAL. FROM PAGE 7 
testified that she sometimes 
wrote letters or placed phone 
calls to push the project along. 
(lihei times, she said, she just 
looked the other way. 
All the while, die documents 
indicate, she carried on an affair 
with her supervisor in rooms 
given free at New York's Waldorf- 
1468 Brookwood $1,050 * utilities 
5/8/06-5/7/07 
Burrwood subdivision 
•4 Bedroom House 
• 2 Car garage w/automatic opener 
- Microwaves, garbage disposals, dishwashers 
• Washer & dryer in every home 
■Walk-in closets.ample storage 
• 2 blocks from campus w/shuttte service 
HOURS: 445E.Woost«rSt. 
M F 9am • 5pm Bowling Green, OH 43402 
Sat.9am-1pm 419-352-0717 GKHNMIA*. IMC 
a» 
E0R1B00KS 
Bowen-Thompson Student Union Multi Purpose Room 
Picture ID Required 
April 26 to May 6 
Wednesday & Thursday, April 26 & 27 (9:00 - 7:30) 
Friday, April 28 
Saturday & Sunday, April 29 & 30 
Monday - Thursday, May 1-4 
Friday, May 5 
Saturday, May 6 
(9:00 - 5:00) 
(Noon - 5:30) 
(9:00 - 7:30) 
(9:00 - 7:00) 
(9:00 - Noon) 
Register to Win One of 10 iPod Videos 
■ UNIVERSITY ■ 
bookstore 
§S£ar Hours 
Mondau.-tf"da9 
tf>am-4pw 
Pharmacy Open 
2,72-7445 
Astoria and Boston's l(it/-( ariton 
lioiels. And though she said she 
never drank on the job, she 
acknowledged battling an alco- 
hol problem so I Kid it has caused 
lingering memory problems. 
Asked to comment Sunday 
night, Hagaglia declined to say 
why she didn't come forward 
when she suspected the deal was 
Ixiug fixed. But she noted that 
her cooperatJon helped send 
corrupt officials to prison. 
" I did my part to make it right," 
she told the AP 
Federal authorities agreed not 
to use liagaglia's 21X11 grand jury 
testimony about the Rowland 
administration against her. 
Hagaglia, a 44-year-old fonncr 
assistant attorney general, left 
the child protection agency in 
2003 amid the FBI* burgeoning 
investigation. She was hired later 
that year — about six months 
before Rowland's resignation 
— by the state's IX'panment of 
Social Services as head of the 
fraud unit. 
Management Inc. 
Now Renting for 
2006/2007 
Call 353 5800 
Visit Online 
www.meccabg.com 
Management Inc. 
IlilKdale Apts. 
1082 Fairvievi toe 
1 & 2 rxlrms / }> btirm Twnh 
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal 
Air COndiikm/Washer/Dryen In 
2/3 bdrm./Inlcrnel special/ 
Carports/BGSL Bus Shuttle 
Management inc. 
Hein/site 
7H) N. Enterprise 
I & 2 Mi ni api. 
l)ishwaslier/(i.irb.iiicl>isposal 
\ C./washer, Dryer in 2 bdrms. 
I ree Internet/Walk to Campus 
Management Inc. 
4IU405S. Church 
2 bdrm Apt/ 2 bdrm Twnh 
I balh/ close lo downtown 
/CfEfcCA 
Management Inc. 
215 B. Hue 
KIT. I rxlrm / 2 norms 
Starting at S25S/mo 
Laundry on silo 
15 minute walk to campus 
BOSU Bus Rome 
Management Inc. 
Trey Aubrey 
K42/X46/850 Seventh St. 
Two story duplexes 
3 bdrm/ 2 batiis/dishwasher/ 
garbage disposal Air condition/ 
Laundry on site 
_ .Sftm 
for complete Ihling 
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BOWLINE GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
SOFTBALL TRACK 
Rango great once more 
By Colin Wilson 
REPORTER 
I in Gina Rango, it would take 
a groat weekend to sum up her 
career at BGSU. 
But she managed to find a way 
by hitting a walk-off home run in 
the eighth inning Sunday to give 
the Falcons a 6-5 win and a week- 
end sweep of Toledo. 
"There wouldn't have been a 
better wish for me to go out bet- 
ter than a walk-off home run on 
senior day with everyone's family 
watching," Rango said. 
But in actuality, it was bet- 
ter. Rango, who was yester- 
day named Mid-American 
Conference Player of the Week, 
also had a walk-off single in the 
seventh inning of Saturday's 3-2 
win over the Rockets. 
"Regardless of the day, I am 
always happy to have Gina at the 
plate in a critical situation," said 
Falcon Coach Leigh Ross. "I am 
confident that Gina will make 
something happen offensively, 
but (Sunday] the chances were 
even greater." 
The home run was Rango's sec- 
ond of the day and her fourth hit. 
She started the day with a two- 
out homer in the tint inning UT's 
Erica Singer answered with a solo 
shot of her own in the top half of 
the second to tie the game at one. 
Toledo started off the third with 
an infield hit by leslic Stong. Brie 
lord and Gina Muratori followed 
with back-to-back doubles, driv- 
ing in Stong Singer then flew out 
scoring Ford. A throwing error on 
the same play resulted in Muratori 
crossing the plate, making the 
score 4-1. 
Three singles and a sacrifice fly 
brought in another run in the sixth 
inning and the Rockets had a 5-1 
lead when the Falcons came to 
the plate 
UT's lead would not last much 
longer 
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MAKING STRIDES: Bridget Dalic set a personal record time of 37.56.34 
in the 10.000 meters, finishing in ninth place. 
Roflow adds to 
impressive year 
Neal Cropper rM, Neas 
SLAP SINGLE: Megan McPherson bats a ball in the dirt during BGSU's stunning 6-5 win in eight innings over 
Toledo on Sunday. Gina Rango summed up a great career with two-walk off hits, one being a homer. 
Sophomore breaks 
record and qualifies 
for regional meet 
By Adam Miezin 
REPORTER 
The BGSU track and field team 
continued its success this past 
weekend with several good 
showings in llillsdale, Mich, at 
the 40th annual Gina Relays. The 
team continues to drive toward 
the Mid-American Conference 
Championships and \( \\ 
Regionals. 
lamie Roflow qualified for 
Regionals in the 3,000-meter 
steeplechase with a time of 
10:27.36. That time gave her a 
first place finish in the event 
and broke the school record by 
10 seconds. She had also previ- 
ously qualified for Regionals in 
die 5,000-meter run. Also. Kim 
Settle ran an Impressive 11:13.45, 
leaving her fourth all time on the 
schools list In the event. 
"lamie ran agreat raceon Friday 
and brought MI time down by 30 
seconds from her previous best 
last year," said Falcon Assistant 
Coach Cam] Wells,   She is now 
seeded second in the Benfcrence 
in that event anil has established 
herself as a strong contender a) 
the regional level. She is running 
great right now and really looked 
Impressive." 
Wells believes the reason 
Roflow has improved so much 
is because she has been more 
aggressive and she also has 
been running in shorici races ii> 
improve her speed. 
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MEN'S GOLF 
Ziglar plays with 
zest, finishes third 
Falcons take third 
in final tournament 
before league meet 
By Heather Riedet 
REPORTER 
Heath Ziglar led the BGSU men's 
golf team to a fifth place finish at 
the FirstEnergy Intercollegiate 
tournament in Akron this past 
weekend, the final tune-up for 
this weekend's Mid-American 
Conference tournament. 
Ziglar tied for third place with 
a total score of 213 171-70-711. 
The team finished with a total 
of 883. 
"This was a great weekend 
for Heath," said Falcon coach 
Garry Winger. "He really needed 
this weekend and now I know 
he's really excited for the MAC 
Championships. Hopefully he 
will bring the same mental- 
ity and the same game that he 
brought to Firestone |Akron|." 
The 286 the Falcons shot in 
the second round of the tour- 
nament was their lowest round 
score of the season. 
"I was very pleased with 
everyone and how we played as 
a team," Winger said. 
Teammate Trevor Spathelf 
also stepped up this week- 
end and hit a 69 in the second 
round. This was the low indi- 
vidual score of the weekend for 
the Falcons. 
This tournament was the 
motivational boost that 
the team needed going into 
the MAC Championships, 
which begin Thursday in 
Indianapolis, Ind. 
"It gave us confidence head- 
ing into the MAC tournament 
that we were lacking, obvious- 
ly," Winger said. 
Winger and his team have 
been trying to "put three 
good rounds together" in a 
tournament for the past few 
weeks. It is now time to see 
what the Falcons can do at 
the league meet. 
"The whole MAC is good. 
Every team is good," Winger 
said. "We've now got to put 
four rounds together in order to 
compete. In college golf today, 
you can't afford a bad round." 
The team has had some 
trouble in the first rounds of 
the past few tournaments but 
this last fifth place finish looks 
like the team has worked out 
their kinks. 
Competing at the MACs 
for the Falcons will be Ziglar, 
Spathelf, lace Walker, Tommy 
Lopez and Dan Mclntyre. 
"So, we're going to need to 
compete and play hard and let 
the chips fall where they may," 
Winger said. "If that gets us first, 
great, if it gets us third, great, if it 
gets us eighth, then hey, we played 
good. We'll just have to see." 
Holmes won't leave early after all 
Steeler must wait until 
graduation before 
NFL career beings 
By Alan Robinson 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
PITTSBURGH — Santonio 
Holmes was convinced that 
playing at Ohio State would 
accelerate his entry into the NFL, 
not delay it. 
Turns out it did a little of both. 
Holmes' three productive sea- 
sons as a wide receiver at one 
of college football's signature 
schools allowed him to skip his 
senior season and become the 
Steelers' fiist-round draft pick 
However, Ohio State's academ- 
ic schedule will require Holmes 
to miss three valuable weeks of 
NFL indoctrination, forcing him 
to play catch-up when training 
camp starts in late July. 
Because of an NFL-NCAA 
agreement, a college player can- 
not take part in NFL spring work- 
outs until his college has had 
its graduation. Because many 
schools hold graduation in early 
May, most NFL draft picks are 
not affected. 
But Holmes can't begin prac- 
ticing until after the university's 
mid-June graduation. By then, 
the Steelers will have finished 
the 14 days of coaching sessions 
that follow their May 13-15 mini- 
camp, which Holmes is permit- 
ted to attend. 
"I'll probably just train back in 
Columbus with a bunch of my 
teammates before they leave," 
Holmes said yesterday. "I'll get 
ready from there." 
Whether the delay will hurt 
Holmes' chances of becoming 
6snel Puskar APPtiolo 
STAYING PUT: Although he was drafted by Pittsburgh on Saturday. Santonio Holmes must stay at Ohio 
State until the university's graduation in mid-June. Holmes turned pro after his junior year at 0SU. 
a starter this season remains 
uncertain. Two years ago, quar- 
terback Ben Roethlisberger said 
the spring practices gave him 
a jump start in learning the 
Steelers' system and his new 
teammates. 
I lolmes has a chance to play 
immediately too, as he will 
compete with Cedrick Wilson 
for the split end's job vacated 
when Antwaan Randle El signed 
with the Redskins as free agent. 
Either Holmes or third-round 
pick Willie Reid of Florida State 
will replace Randle FJ as a punt 
returner. 
Holmes visited the Steelers' 
offices yesterday, meeting with 
owner Dan Rooney, chairman 
Art Rooney II, director of foot- 
ball operations Kevin Colbert 
and coach Bill Cowher. But 
it wasn't his first trip to the 
Steelers' complex. 
Holmes was recruited heav- 
ily by Pitt before signing with 
Ohio State, and he visited die 
practice complex the Panthers 
share witii the Steelers. Despite 
Pin's reputation for turning out 
star wide receivers under for- 
mer coach Walt Harris — larry 
Fitzgerald and Antonio Bryant 
among them — Holmes chose 
Ohio State because of its talent 
and tradition. 
Or exactly the same assets the 
Steelers have, he said. 
"We started gelling some 
of the better athletes .ii wide 
receiver m come to Ohio Slate, 
and coach [ lim] Tressel saw that 
and decided to open up the 
offcn.se a lot more and give us 
the opportunity to make more 
plays," Holmes said. "I lopefully. 
the same thing can happen here- 
in Pittsburgh." 
Holmes shares that wish with 
Roethlisberger. who called the 
wide receiver immediately after 
the Steelers drafted him. 
"He told me he is very excited 
that I was picked by the Steelers 
and he is looking forward to 
working with me," Holmes said. 
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Coaches playing game 
Jordan and Brown not 
happy with officiating 
in YVizards/C-avs series 
By Joe Milicia 
IM[   ASSOCIAKD PRESS 
CLEVELAND—The playoff series 
hctwivn llio (Tru'laiul Givaliers 
and Wushinglun Wi/ards has 
hecomc a bank- i)f high-scor- 
ing Mars, and their complaining 
coaches. 
LeBron lames and Gilbert 
Arenas rank first and third in tear- 
ing average this postseason, while 
coaches Mike Brown and Eddie 
Ionian likiK lead the league in 
whining about officiating. 
The series, knotted 2-2. returns 
tomorrow night to Cleveland, as 
much a contest of words as 3- 
ixnnters and dunks. 
First, lordan accused referees 
oi giving lames the star treatment 
as his 11 points led Cleveland 
lei a !)7-(IB road win in Game 3 
Friday night. Ionian wanted a 
Hauling call on lames' game- 
winning drive to the rim with 5.7 
seconds left. 
It was Brown's turn to grouse 
after Game 4 Sunday night. 
"I don't know how LeBron can 
be on the floor for 45 minutes 
and pick up four offensive fouls," 
Brown said. "I need to watch the 
tape, but it's shocking to see him 
get four offensive fouls in 45 min- 
utes of action." 
With the Cavaliers traveling 
home late Sunday, the team look 
the day off yesterday from prac- 
tice — and complaining. 
Brown wasn't alone in his grum- 
bling alter the 106-96 loss in which 
the Cavaliers blew a 13-point sec- 
ond-half lead and the chance to 
seize control of the scries. 
"Out of our 22 turnovers, 
I'd probably say 10 to 12 were 
offensive fouls," said lames, 
who finished with five fouls. 
"Questionable calls, but we have 
to live with it." 
Were the refs compensat- 
ing for Friday night's game? 
Cavaliers guard Larry Hughes 
thinks so and believes Jordan's 
complaints helped the Wizards 
even the series. 
"I guess it makes a difference. 
You can see during die course of 
the game—40 free throws, we get 
34 fouls, that's die way it goes, I 
guess." Hughes said. 
In comparison, the Cavaliers 
shot just 25 free throws on 21 
Washington fouls 
Hughes, who fouled out while 
allowingArenastoscore34 poinls. 
added that the refs shouldn't let 
coaches sway them because it 
makes for p< mi liaskethall. 
"1 play defense. That's what I do, 
and I like doing it." Hughes said. 
"That's tough when you don't get 
die opportunity to do what you 
like to do: that's anticipate, beat 
guys to die spot, get your hands in 
there, play clean basketball, play 
good defense." 
Jordan anticipates a possible 
fine from the NBA for his com- 
plaints Saturday alHUM Arenas not 
gelling the same calls as James. 
The league was reviewing his 
comments. 
Arenas is averaging 31 poinls lo 
James' 34.3 points in the playoffs. 
Dakich welcomes three 
to BGSU basketball team 
Members of class hail 
from three different 
levels of basketball 
The BG News 
BGSU coach Dan Dakich 
recently ended the spring sign- 
ing period by adding three play- 
ers lo next year's rosier. 
Ryne Hamblet, a 6-6 
guard from Chipola [Florida] 
College, Chris Knight, a 6-7 
forward from The Patterson 
School in North Carolina, and 
Otis Polk, a 6-9 center from 
Detroit Consortium, all signed 
National Letters of Intent and 
should help bolster a team that 
finished just 9-21 this year and 
did not advance past the first 
round of the Mid-American 
Conference tournament. 
"These are great kids who 
will add athleticism, strength 
and versatility to our program," 
Dakich said. "They should be 
players our fans really enjoy 
watching. They call come from 
programs that were very com- 
petitive and strongly empha- 
size team success first." 
Hamblet was a two-time all- 
conference player at Chipola, 
averaging II points a game, 
while shooting 53.5 percent 
from the floor and 38.7 percent 
from 3-point range. 
"Ryne brings versatility to 
our team," Dakich said. "His 
athleticism is excellent and we 
look for him to make plays, 
make others better and pro- 
vide consistent scoring." 
knight averaged a double- 
double in points (12) and 
rebounds (10) while helping 
Patterson to a 37-3 mark and 
No. 3 ranking among prep 
schools. 
Knight was first-team All- 
Ohio during his high school 
days at Withrow in Cincinnati. 
"I thought a year ago he was 
one of the top five high school 
players in the state of Ohio," 
Dakich said. "He's athletic and 
is multi-dimensional." 
Polk certainly doesn't fit 
the role of multi-dimension- 
al, he's just big. At about 300 
pounds his main purpose will 
be to rebound and become 
a force both offensively and 
defensively in the paint. Polk 
averaged 17 points, 10 boards 
and three blocks as he was a 
first-team all-state selection 
this year. The Falcons suffered 
immensely this year in the 
post and Polk could quickly fix 
those flaws. 
"Hehasthesizeandstrength 
to play right now," Dakich said. 
"Hehandleshimself well under 
the basket with his ability to 
defend and with his ability to 
score inside." 
Hartman dominant in throws again 
HARTMAN. fROM PAGE 9 
"lamie gives her all every 
time she sieps on the track, 
said Angela Hai/is. "She pushes 
through the pain and you can 
just see il with even' step. She 
shattered the record and will 
continue to get stronger in the 
steeple and in every race that 
she does." 
Another Falcon making head- 
lines week in and week ottl has 
lieen Whitney Hartman, a prod- 
uct of BowlingGreen 1 ligh School. 
She qualified for Iteginnals in dis- 
cus with a distance of 144-05.00, 
finishing sixth. Lauren Bryant fin- 
ished ninlh in iheevenl, loo. 
Wells said Harlman has been 
consistent all year and she isclose 
to breaking the school record. 
Haizis added thai Hartman 
Improves all the time and 
believes she will create an impact 
til the MAC Championships in 
two weeks. 
"I think they were outstand- 
ing," Kylic Korsnack said of 
Hartman and Bryant. "We can 
always count on those two to 
perform to the best of their ability 
and score |«>inls for us. I know 
these two girls are going lo con- 
tinue to improve in these last few 
weeks of the season." 
Bridget Dalic set a new per- 
sonal record in the 10,000 meters. 
She finished ninlh with a time of 
37:56.34. Another Falcon nearly 
sel a personal record as Nicole 
Siandback turned in a time of 
14.19 seconds in the 100-meter 
hurdles. Thai allowed her lo fin- 
ish third in the event 
The team showed itself well 
in the shot put as Iwo lalcons 
finished in the lop 10. Takara 
Dunning finished second widi 
a loss of 47-05.25 while Paris 
Bussev finished seventh with a 
distance of 44-00.75. 
"The team competed very well 
in every event and the major- 
ity of the team had season and 
or personal bests this weekend," 
Wells said. 
Raizis added thai the learn 
probably did heller than even 
their expectations, citing many 
new personal records and sea- 
son bests. 
The team also got a third place 
finish from Erica Wilson in the 
high jump. The 4x400 meler 
relay learn turned in their best 
lime of the season in 3:54.78 sec- 
onds. The team consists of 1-icey 
Cochran, Lyndi Springer, Megan 
McAuley and Yemoja Marolta. 
The Falcons must now turn 
their attention lo Toledo, as 
they will compete in the Toledo 
Invitational next weekend. 
Coincidentally, they will also 
travel to Toledo in two weeks for 
the MAC Championships. 
"We are definitely going to prove 
thai we can go out and compete in 
all areas," Raizis said. "This week- 
end showed a lot of bean and 
"This weekend 
showed a lot of heart 
and improvement, 
but the best is yet to 
come." 
ANGELA RAIZIS. SENIOR 
improvement, hut the best is yet 
to come. I think the other MAC 
teams are going lo lie surprised." 
Wells believes the keys for the 
next two weekends will IK- stay- 
ing healthy and "getting menially 
prepared". 
"As a team we arc looking to give 
everything we have in the MAC 
Championships," Korsnack said. 
"We are going to show the MAC 
thai we area better team then our 
lOlli place finish during indoor 
season reflects. We have grown so 
much as a team since then and 
are ready lo jxTfonn at our highesl 
potential." 
Zirkle evens score 
ZIRKLE, FROM PAGE 9 
BG's Dawnjene DeLong 
reached on an error to start the 
inning and Rango followed with 
a single. Abby Habicht drew a 
one-out walk to load the bases 
for Ashley Zirkle. Zirkle seized 
die opportunity by sending 
Stephanie Moore's pitch over the 
left field fence for a grand slam. 
The shot made ii 5-5 heading 
into the seventh. 
"Ashley Ziride's grand slam was 
big and il seems like things are 
on our side," Rango said. 
After a scoreless seventh, 
Ijnily Gouge retired Toledo in 
the eighth. That set the scene for 
Rango. In her last al-bat on her 
home field. Rango sent Moore's 
pitch out into left-cenier. 
The Falcons have had 
walk-off wins in their last 
four home games. 
A home crowd saw Rango for 
the last time and she was no less 
impressive than she normally is. 
Rango's weekend featured two 
game-winning hits, five RBI, four 
runs, and three home runs in 
jusl eight at-bats. Rango's home 
runs were her ninth and lOofthe 
season. She now has 26 homers 
in her illustrious career, easily the 
most in program history. 
"I think il was very appropriate 
for Gina Rango's last at bat at our 
field be a home ran," Shaw said. 
"She is undoubtedly the best hit- 
ler lo ever come through BGSU. 
What a nice way for all the home- 
town fans to remember her." 
The Falcons (32-20,13-5) have 
four games remaining They play 
adoubleheader Friday at Western 
Michigan andaSalurday-Sunday 
series at Northern Illinois. 
Saturday's win allowed BG to 
punch ils ticket lo the MAC tour- 
nament for the fourth year in a 
row. They lead die East division 
by a half game over Kent State 
and one game over Akron. 
Student Organization 
"^Registration * 
Re-Register Your Organization Today 
GOtO: 
www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/getinvolved/ 
to download the registration packet. 
Want to start a new 
organization or have questions? 
Contact the Office of Campus 
Involvement at OCIdesk@bgsu.edu 
or call (419) 372-2343 
Must be submitted by May 3rd! 
Office of 
Ca 
i) ■ 
ifiSfflvement 
Division of Student Affairs 
Associate • Bachelor • Master • Transfer 
Th ! nk Summer 
Think BGSU. With the coolest courses and the hottest degree programs, it's 
the smart start. Enroll now. Call 419-433-5560 
or visit www.firelands.bgsu.com 
   S    U    M    M    E R         2 0    0    6 
The courses in bold are guaranteed not to be cancelled due to low enrollment. 
Session   Course Time/Days Session Course Time/Days 
5/8-5/26   ACS 250 6-9 pm MTWRF 5/30-6/30 HIST 206 6-9 pm TWR 
CHEM 100 9am-12pm MTWRF IPC102 8-10 am MTWR; 8 am F 
ECON 202 8:30-11:30 am MTWRF MATH 090 6-9 pm TWR 
EDFI301 1-4 pm MTWRF MATH 115 10 am-1 pm TWR 
EDFI 408 8 30-11:30 am MTWRF MATH 120 8:15 am-12 pm MTWR 
ETHN 101 6-9:45 pm MTWR MATH 213 6-9 pm MTW 
HDFS 106 8.30-11 30 am MTWRF PHIL 101 6-10:30 pm TR 
HOFS 423 1 -4 pm MTWRF PHIL 219 6-10:30 pm MW 
MGMT 360 6-9 pm MTWRF POLS 110 10 am-1 pm TWR 
PSYC 310 9:30 am-12:30 pm MTWRF 
1-4 pm MTWRF 
PSYC 101 10 am-1 pm MTWR 
6-9 pm TWR SOC 101 SOC 101 
WS200 9am-12pmMTWRF 
5/31-6/15CS 180 10 am-12 pmMWR 
5/8-6/9     EDHD201 3-6 pm TR 
6/12-8/4 ACS 230 1-3 pm MTW 
5/30-6/30 ACCT 221 6-9 pm MWR BIOL 205 1-4:30 pm MTWR 
BIOL 101 8am-12pmMWF BIOL 332 8:30 am-12:30pm TWR 
CHEM100 6-9 pm TWR EDTL 303 10 am-12 pmMTW 
CFUU 395 1-4pmTWR 
ECON 203 6-9 pm MWR 7/3-8/4 ACCT 222 6-9 pm MWR 
EDTL 204 10 am-] pmMWF ART 101 1-4 pm MTWR 
ENG 111 7:45-10 am MTWR EDAS 409 1-4 pm TWR 
ENG200 10 am-1 pm TWR ENG 112 7:45-10 am MTWR 
ENG 200 6-9 pm TWR 
745-10 am MTWR 
ENG 200 6-9 pm TWR 
ENG 342 IPC 102 6-9 pm MWR 
F&N 207 1-4pmMWF MATH 09S 1-4 pm TWR 
GEOG 230 1-4 pm MTW MATH 095 6-9 pm TWR 
HDFS 220 2-5 pm TWR MATH 115 1-4 pm TWR 
HDFS 221 10 am-1 pmTWR MATH 126 5:30-9:15 pm MTWR 
HDFS 225 8-11 am TWR MIS 200 1 -4 pm MWR 
HDFS 303 2-5 pm TWR 
HIST 205 9 am-12 pm MTW 
BGSU Firelandi reserves the right to cancel a claw for non-enrollment reasons beyond our control, such as death or illness of f culty members, etc. 
Course descript ons ate available in-line at www.bgsu.edu/catalog. 
rBG ISL ^A        CJOOI / ; 
Firelands 
BGSU Firolands • One University Drive • Huron. Ohio • 419-433-5560 • www.firelands Ixi    i    du 
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Expert says stab 
wounds satanic 
Upside-down cross 
symbol used to mock 
Catholic religion 
BylohnSeewer 
THE tSSOCIAIED PRESS 
TOLEDO — Investigators say stab 
wounds on the chest of a nun 
slain in a hospital chapel in 1980 
formed an upside-down cross, a 
symbol that an expert on Roman 
Catholic law and the occult testi- 
fied yesterday has been used in 
satanic worship. 
According to tradition, St. Peter 
asked to be crucified on an invert- 
ed cross because he believed he 
didn't deserve to die in 
the  same  manner  as 
lesus, said the Rev. leffrey 
Grab, associate vicar for 
canonical services in the 
Cliicago archdiocese. But 
the same symbol also has 
been used to mock the 
l athi ilic religion, he said. 
"Any way you look at 
it, it's an affront to God," 
he said. 
The     Rev.     Gerald 
Robinson, 68, is accused of killing 
Sister Margaret Ann Pahl, 71, in 
a hospital chapel the day before 
Easter, Grob said. 
Grab said only a priest, nun or 
seminary student would under- 
stand the significance of the 
inverted cross and other aspects 
of the crime scene, including a 
small streak of blood on the nun's 
forehead that could have been 
made by someone forming the 
sign of the cross on her head. 
You're taking a person who's 
GERALD 
ROBINSON 
REVEREND 
devoted to God and in every 
aspect, it's a mockery," Grob 
said, referring to the wounds and 
marks on the body. "These aren't 
random acts." 
In addition to the stab wounds 
on her chest, previous prosecu- 
tion witnesses have testified that 
the nun's body was displayed in 
a ritualistic fashion with her amis 
and legs straight. 
Grob also said an altar cloth 
placed over Sister Pahl's chest 
before she was stabbed is viewed 
as a symbol of sacrifice 
Under defense questioning, 
Grob acknowledged he had never 
before seen a crime scene and 
that there were doctors 
and nurses who may 
have changed Sister 
Pahl's position. He also 
agreed when defense 
lawyer lohn Thebes 
said the blood on Sister 
Pahl's forehead didn't 
necessarily mean some- 
one made the sign of the 
cross. 
Prosecutors also 
showed jurors a 90- 
niinute video of Robinson's 
Interview with police just after 
he was arrested in April 2004. 
In it, Robinson said he woke 
up and had finished showering 
when he received a phone call 
about Sister Pahl's death. 
During the interview with 
Tom Ross, an investigator with 
the Lucas County prosecutor's 
office, Robinson maintained 
that he was nowhere near the 
crime scene. 
"1 was not there," he said. 
Brand New for Fall '06 
321 South Mercer Road 
ONLY 2 blocks from campus 
1 Bedroom Apartments 
• 1 Full Bath • Air Conditioning 
•Microwaves   • Dishwasher 
• Garbage Disposal 
• Unfurnished   • Laundry On-Site 
• Plenty of Parking! 
• Furnished Available 
<^ 
Starting at 
$460/ month 
plus Utilities 
GRF.ENBRIAR, INC. 
445 East Wooster St. • 352-0717 
www.greenbriarrentals.com 
Catfish Dinner 
All Day and 
Evening 
Wednesday's 
Only! 
o&L 
Meal includes: 
* Country Breaded Catfish 
* Fresh Made Cole Slaw 
* Crispy Fries 
* 2 Hushpuppies 
" Crumblies 
Bowling Green 
l-iiiiu John Silver's 
1021) North Main Street 
952-2061 
Fish & More Dinner & Drink 
*099 2 Batter-Dipped Fish Filets, Crispy Fries, Cole Slaw, 2 Hushpuppies & Regular Drink 
Bowling Green I-ong John Silvers only. Not valid wiih any other 
discount   Sales tax extra.  No reproductions accepted. CPS/Ab       &ilVE1[> 
Kxpires: 6/19/06 
Seafood Mega Feast 
*|5 "1     t|QQ 4 Batter-Dipped Fish Filets, 
' J *J +J 4 Chicken Planks. Popcorn Shrimp. 
V Large Crispy Fries. Large Cole Slaw 
^L ^J &. 12 Hushpuppies 
Bowling Green Long John Silvers only. Nol valid wilh any ulhcr      fcQ 
discount.  Sales tax extra   No reproductions accepted. CPS/AE       &|7vm» 
Expires: 6/19/06 *-~. 
Scandals could affect governor    $ j AT E 
nominees, enable power shift 
By Julie Carr Smith 
IHI  ASSOCIATE 0 PRESS 
COLUMBUS — In one of three 
state primaries today, voters will 
pick governor's candidates in 
battleground Ohio, where the 
level of dissatisfaction displayed 
for ruling, scandal-embroiled 
Republicans will foreshadow 
prospects for a political sea 
change in November. 
North Carolina and Indiana 
also have primaries today— 
including governors, congress 
members and an election for 
district attorney in Durham 
County, N.C., where voters 
will decide whether to replace 
the prosecutor in the Duke 
University rape case. 
But it is in Ohio, a bellweth- 
er state that decided the 2004 
presidential election, when the 
Republican party has been beset 
by scandal and that politicians 
are looking for signs of voter clis 
satisfaction. 
The race for the Republican 
nomination for Ohio governor 
has been painted as party out- 
sider vs. party insider: outsider 
Kenneth Blackwell, the secretary 
of state who served in the Reagan 
administration and carries a 
Bible to events, against insider 
Attorney General lim Petto. 
Blackwell's prominence as a 
leading black voice in the GOP 
could be pivotal to Republicans 
amid the state and national 
scandals. He is the first black to 
run for governor in Ohio and is 
among a handful of gubernato- 
rial candidates poised to draw 
In im the I Jcmocrauc Party's typi- 
cally loyal black base1. 
Blackwell's ads have also hit 
on the state's biggest scandals, 
BeeMng to taint I'eiro with con- 
nectJons to a stale Investment 
in rare coins that went awry and 
to tie him to Gov. Boh laft, who 
pleaded no contest It) four ethics 
violations last year involving a 
failure to report free golf outings 
;uid gifts 
In the rare-coin case, a trial 
is expecled before November 
for the coin dealer, Tom Noc, 
a prodigious GOP fundraiser 
and contributor charged with 
embezzling SI million from a 
controversial S50 million state 
Investment in coins and illegally 
tunneling $4.r>,(XK) 10 President 
Bush's re-election campaign. 
Nationally, Republicans 
are coping with scandal from 
the Investigation into lobby- 
ist lack Abramoff, which has 
ensnared   Republican    Rep. 
Bob Ney of Ohio. 
I'eiro, who lagged in |M>lls pub- 
lished Sunday, has hammered 
Blackwell as a hypocrite who 
opposes abortion and gambling 
while some of his muln'million 
dollar stock portfolio is invested 
in those interests, 
"I would only say that my 
opponent Ken Blackwell has 
never had a positive message," 
Pelro said while campaigning 
last week. "When people make 
an investment, they're promot- 
ing businesses." 
the winner of the primary is 
likely to face Democratic U.S. Rep. 
led Strickland in November. 
Strickland is viewed as the 
IX'mocrats' best chance in 16 
years to regain some control over 
a state government where all 
three branches are controlled by 
Republicans. 
I lis campaign, which has 
raised more than either GOP 
candidate, has been energized 
by the close resemblance of 
t Mo Republicans' woes lo those 
unfolding at the national level: 
act usationsof government perks 
tied to generous political dona- 
tions, administration officials 
being dragged into courtrooms 
and the accompanying dropoff 
in the popularity of the guy at 
tile helm. 
Republicans, . meanwhile, 
have targeted the House seat 
Strickland leaves open as one of 
its best shots nationally to gain 
a Democratic congressional 
spot. They have been helped l>y 
the fact the Democrats' leading 
candidate must run as a write-in 
due to a filing mistake. National 
Democrats and Republicans 
have spent roughly SI million in 
the race, more than they have lor 
any primary in the past decade. 
'BartveQue&S!^ 
DUPLEXES AVAILABLE 
ALL DUPLEXES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES 
712 Second. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people. 
Limit 2 cars. $630.00 per month plus utilities, 
deposit $630.00 Lease May 13. 2006 to 
May 5, 2007 
327 E. Evers. #A and #B - Duplex. 2BR each unit. 
Limit 3 people   Limit 3 cars $690.00 per month 
plus utilities. Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007. 
232 Lehman - 3 BR duplex. Limit 3 people. Limit 
3 cars. $620.00 per month plus utilities, deposit 
$620.00. Lease August 17. 2006 to August 4, 
2007. 
r-buse for tent 
614 Fourth St. - 3 BR. $800.00 per month, 
deposit $800.00, Limit 3 people. Lease May 13, 
2006 to May 5, 2007. 
806 Scott Hamilton - 3BR, study room, 2 baths. 
Has washer and dryer. Limit 3 people. $1,100.00. 
Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. 
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260 
319 E. WOOSTER ST. (across from Taco Belli 
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30, Saturday 8:30 to 4:30 
www.johnnewloverealestate.com 
BRIEFING 
BG N[WS WIRE  SOURCES 
Two cities fight to 
block new law 
( I BVELAND (AP) — Two 
Ohio cities went to court yes- 
terday seeking to block a new 
state law that prohibits them 
and other municipalities 
from requiring police offi- 
cers, firefighters and other 
employees to live in the city 
limits. 
At issue are home rule 
powers Akron and Cleveland 
say guarantee their right to 
set residency requirements. 
The law, which went into 
effect yesterday, generally 
prohibits imposing residen- 
cy requirements, exempting 
part-time employees and 
volunteers. 
Sen.TimothyGrendell, the 
Geauga County Republican 
who wrote the bill, said he 
expected the legal challeng- 
es and predicted the Ohio 
Supreme Court eventually 
will have to decide whether 
the Legislature has authority- 
over municipalities on set- 
ting residency rules. 
AN 
NOW HIRING ALL POSITIONS! 
No experience necessary 
Super Jeds I: 2531 S. Reynolds Rd. 
Toledo, OH 43614 
Super Jeds II: 35 E. Alexis Rd. 
Toledo, OH 43612 
Apply ai eilhei Super Jed's Locations 
QOHIJOLIIG E|pQ3QLLQta2te 
Under Renovation 
Located on the corner ol 8th and High St. 
Carpal 
Range ■ Rood 
Refrigerator* 
Lighting Flxturaa ml Fan 
Cloaet Organixara 
, Kitchan Vinyl 
O ■ ■»»•! BI-FoM Cloaeta 
t> Bedroom I Bathroom Door* 
Great Affordable Rates 
Spacious Bedrooms 
Free membership to 
Cherrywood Health Spa 
A College Diploma... a little piece of paper 
that comes at a big price. 
A college education doesn't come cheap, and UPS knows that. That's why 
they came up with the Earn and Learn® Program. As a student working 
part-time at UPS, I can get as much as 523,000 toward my tuition and 
other education expenses. 
Hours of Operation: 
Preload • 4am-8am 
Day • 11:30am-3:30pm 
Twilight • 5pm-9pm 
Midnight • 10:45pm-2:45am 
Shift times are approximate. 
To inquire about Part-Time Package Handler 
employment opportunities, apply online at: 
www.upsjobs.com 
For additional information, please contact: 
Bethany Speiser (bspeise@bgnet.bgsu.edu) 
Or call: 419-891-6820 
UPS • 1550 Holland Road • Maumee, OH 43537 
The UPS 
EARN**. 
LEARN 
Program 
Get up to 
$23,000* 
in College 
Education Assistance! 
UPS is an equal oppoitunity 
employe!. M/F/D/V. 
'Piogiam guidelines apply. 
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Local banks not scared of Wal-Mart 
WAL-MART, FROM PAGE 5 
Among the Congress mem- 
bers' concents are slated in 
their Idler to the FDIC is that 
Wal-Mart would seek to go 
beyond its original proposal 
ol being ihe hank's sole CUS 
lomer and open branch banks 
in their stores. 
"A Wal-Mart Bank with thou- 
sands of branches would ere 
ate competitive imbalances In 
the hanking world and threat- 
en small businesses, includ- 
ing community banks." the 
( ongress members wrote. 
They also staled that, "as the 
world's largest corporation, il 
has already used predatory pric- 
ing practices and other tech- 
niques to run local competition 
out of business in many com- 
munities. The same could hap- 
pen to community banks..." 
If Wal-Mart were to open 
a bank at its store in Bowling 
Green, the 17 community 
banks in town could be in dan- 
ger of losing business, following 
the realization of the Congress 
members'concerns. 
But Bowling Green hank 
officials don't seem to share 
the Congress members' 
apprehension. 
Instead of threat- 
ening local banks. 
Kahlemberg predicts 
a Wal-Mart bank 
wotdd be just one of 
many banks in town 
and provide lesscom 
petition than some of 
the others. 
She expects that 
Bowling Green resi- 
dents might use a 
Wal-Mart bank for 
quick transactions, 
such as cashing 
checks, but would 
not make the effort 
to switch their busi- 
ness altogether. 
Sean        Martin, 
sophomore,     agrees     with 
Kahlemberg's expectat ions and 
doesn't think he would use the 
Wal-Mart hank very often. 
"I've already got bank 
accounts at three different 
banks," he said. 
But he would consider using a 
Wal-Mart bank if it offered bet- 
ter discounts or would be open 
longer hours than most banks. 
He was also interested in cash- 
Ing his checks there 
free of charge. 
Paul  Windisch, 
senior Vice 
President of First 
Federal Bank in 
Bowling (ircen, 
also doesn't think 
his customers 
would quickly 
transfer their busi- 
ness to a bank in 
Wal-Mart. 
He believes 
that local banks, 
including his First 
Federal Bank, 
strive for a sense 
of community that 
will continue to 
attract Bowling Green residents 
and students like Martin. He 
doesn't expect a Wal-Mart bank 
would have that same sense of 
community because he doesn't 
think it's currently found in 
Wal-Mart stores. 
Bui Ross Dantonio, junior, 
"A Wal-Mart 
Bank... 
would create 
competitive 
imbalances 
in the 
banking 
world and 
threaten 
small 
businesses..." 
CONGRESS MEMBERS 
doesn't think a Wal-Mart bank 
is even necessary. 
He said the company already 
offers a large number of ser- 
vices, including car rentals at 
some stores, and that a hank 
would just add to the "one-stop 
shopping" atmosphere. 
LikeMartin.Oantoniodocsn't 
expect he would switch lo a 
Wal-Mart bank, but would con- 
sider using it for cashing checks 
or to have access to banking 
services during later hours. 
But despite discussion on the 
expansion of a Wal-Mart bank, 
I Icires said the company's cur- 
rent FDIC application only seeks 
to make il possible for Wal-Mart 
to handle its own processing. 
The company would have to 
re-apply to the FDIC in order to 
form bank branches, and il has 
no plans to do so at this lime, 
according to Heires. 
And Windisch isn't worried 
about a Wal-Mart bank affect- 
ing his business if the company 
changes its mind. 
"It would be very easy to com- 
pete with a bank at Wal-Mart." 
Windisch said. 
Tfianfe for your Support! 
The Bowen-Thompson Student Union would like to thank the 
following Off-campus Organizations and Individuals 
for your support this academic year: 
Aldi Incorporated Retail/Grocery Store Linda Rabolt 
Amanda Babcock Lisa Kline 
American Red Cross, W Lake Erie Region Lookout Casuals 
Amy Busser Martha Snyder 
Andrea Overmyer Mathew Henry 
Ann Otley Maumee Valley Country Day School 
Anthony Wayne High School Medical Mutual of Ohio 
Bowling Green Chamber of Commerce Melanie Steinmetz 
Bowling Green City Schools Michelle Merkle 
Bowling Green High School Montique Cotton 
Bowling Green Pregnancy Center Nicole Petersen 
Bowling Green Swimming Club NW Ohio Institute of Food Technologists 
Brookside Church NW Ohio Soccer Officials Association 
Bud Lane NW Ohio Volunteer Fire Department 
Christy Bostdorff Ohio Housing Finance Agency 
Cooper Automotive Ohio Society of CPAs 
Deborah Sarver Ohio State University 
Deloitte Services Otsego Board of Education 
Delphi Corporation Product Engineering Paramount Kings Island 
Diana Fritz Peace Corps 
Elizabeth Tognetti People to People 
Emerson Middle School Perrysburg High School 
Eric Myers Pulte Homes 
Eric Schreiner Putnam County Educational Service Center 
Gordon Food Service Sky Bank 
Humane Society St. Aloysius School 
Ikenna Ezealah State Architect's Office 
International Student Volunteers State Teachers Retirement System 
Jan Stein Student Painters 
Jed's Teri Oaks 
Joan Bower TIAA-CREF                               ^ 
Julie Long Toledo Metro Area Council of Governments 
Kaplan Testing US Representative Paul Gillmor 
Karl Gauss 
Katie Jenkins 
Kristine Hoover 
Laura Walker 
Van Wright 
Visual Teaching Alliance 
Walter Sobol 
Walter Walker 
Laurance W. Carter Whirlpool 
Law Enforcement Career Development Wood County Board of Elections 
Leslie Rahe Wood County Education Service Center        1 
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IN GOOD SHAPE: Copper Beech officials say they don't get marry 
complaints, and those they do receive are not significant. 
Staff eager to help 
tenants with issues 
"I've always 
been open 
to talk to 
anybody 
MAINTENANCE. FROM PAGE 5 
"We have 200 units and we're 
there that day or the next," 
Savabi said. 
For the amount of units, 
Frank said the requests are not 
overwhelming. 
"For everything new here, 
for ihe amount of buildings 
it's not thai much," said Frank, 
who is one of two full-time 
maintenance personnel on 
ihe premises. 
Residents have 
also found the 
maintenance 
response limes to 
be acceptable. 
"They are really 
good about getting 
someone out here 
right away," said 
Danielle Spencer, 
senior and Copper 
Beech resident. 
Spencer said she 
made a request 
when her closet 
shelves fell down, 
and maintenance 
ed within a few hours of the 
request being made. 
Properly Manager Carol 
Bowers said she and other staff 
are eager to accommodate ten- 
ants needs and requests. 
"I talk to a lot of tenants a 
lot," she said. "I've always been 
open to talk lo anybody despite 
what I have going on and have 
to do." 
If residents have mainte- 
nance issues in their unit they 
are encouraged to contact the 
staff, Bowers said, adding that 
management has no way of 
solving unit complaints unless 
they arc notified. 
However, the number of com- 
plaints has not been significant, 
Savabi said. 
"For as critical as students 
can be sometimes, we don't see 
Ihe huge number of complaints 
other competitors do," he said. 
The first year may be consid- 
ered the trial and error period 
for a new apartment 
complex of such a 
caliber. 
"It's getting some- 
thing brand new and 
having to break in," 
Bowers said. "I think a 
lot of these issues peo- i .. f     .    l i iin i  despite wnat  p.e have had are jllst 
/ have going 
on... 
CAROL BOWERS. 
PROJECT MANAGER 
respond- 
goingtoevenout." 
Incorporating near- 
ly 300 to 400 workers 
per day, according to 
Frank, the complex 
was built in less than 
a year. 
"For anyone to come in and 
put in 22 buildings in that 
amount of time is a big task," 
Frank said. "I think for the 
amount of lime they had they 
did a good job." 
And any minor cosmetic 
problems tenants reported at 
move-in have been taken care 
of, according to Savabi. 
"All those issues are 
resolved and that's how you 
judge the quality of construc- 
tion," he said. 
Going Fast 
Houses Lg. & Sm. 
321 Merry B«C 5 or 6 bed™ d. 
A/C GREAT SHAPE 
307 Reed 3 bedrm. WD* 
Gouge  
211 E. Reed       3 bedrm 
309 E. Merry     3 bedrm 
304 Court Up     2 bedrm, 13'celling 
next to downtown 
Apts, Rooms. & Eft. inside 
Call lor mlo & upgrade?, al IS t*032S 
lOuvflpm A ' 
catlyrenlals com • call fw reduced rates 
Management Inc. 
Now Renting for 
2006/2007 
Call 353 5800 
Visit Online 
www.mexcabg.com 
343 S. MAIN ST. 
$285 plus utilrties 
3 I 7 M AN VILLE AVE. Bl 
$285 plus electric & 520 GAS 
502 N. Prospect «C 
$300 plus electric & gos 
28 W. WOOSTER IB 
$225 plus eltctric 
STUDENT UNION 
CALL US ABOUT OUR 
SUMMER RENTAL DEALS) 
NEWIPVE 
Rentals 
419-352-5620 
332 S. MAIN ST. 
Management Inc. 
The Jungle 
120 N. Prospect 
Two 2 bdrms left 
675/mo + Utilities 
Close lo Campus & Downtown 
ZfUfcCA 
Management Inc. 
Enterprise House 
114 N. Enterprise 
Two I bdrms left 
Starting at $350/mo + Utilities 
Close to Campus and Downtown 
Management Inc. 
White Castle 
610 N Main St. 
3 bdrm - 2 baths 
Can have up to 5 tenants 
Remodeled lasl summer 
Stop by the Office 
at 1045 N Main St. 
or check website 
www.meccabg.coin 
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Sign a lease today at the Enclave II and receive: 
A 2GB iPod Nano & $100 Visa Gift Card 
or 
$300 Visa Gift Card 
'''■'■:■'-■■ 
 ^^ 
'■■'"-"'-■■'■'  ■'   ■      -■    '•' 
$25 off your monthly installment. 
(That Drops Rent to $3Z5 furnished, $300 unfurnished) 
■ i 
restrictions apply 
L.    _ 
Now Playing      S> 
9 of 12 
•***    The Journey 
.JiJM.    Fatboy Slim 
3 Palookaville 
3:37                                -0:59 
MODEL NOW OPEN 
No Application Fee 
No Administration Fee 
No Short Term Lease Fee 
No Security Deposit "" ■'"! 
j  WOHH 
FREE Pool tr Hot tub 
FREE Tanning 
FREE Internet 
FREE fitness (enter 
FREE Private Shuttle 
FREE Washer & Dryer 
FREE Computer Lab 
FREE Sand Volleyball 
The Enclave II 
877-819-6802 
Colleqeparkweb.com 
706 Napoleon Rd. 
Office Hours: 
Mon-Fri: 8:30am-7pm 
Sat: I0am-tpm 
Sun: IZpm-^pm 
■ ■   ■'       -■    ■     ■ V. :;...:. ■   ■   . 
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'Get us ouf 
miners say 
Rescuers send food 
to Australian miners 
trapped after cave-in 
By Rick Rycrofl 
IHI   •SSOCItHD PRESS 
111 MONSHKU). Australia — 
Wedged for nearly a week in a 
tramped cage a half-mile under- 
ground, two gold miners got righl 
lo the point when rescuers made 
radio contact: "Get us out" 
The words brought joy to 
this town of 3.000 on the south- 
em Australian island state of 
Tasmania, but officials said it could 
be two more days before emer- 
gency crews are able to rescue the 
trapped men. 
Brant Webb, 37, and Todd 
Hussell, 34, were trapped April 25 
by a cave-in that killed another 
miner. Webb and Hussell appar- 
ently were saved by a slab of rex* 
that fell onto the rage of their cher- 
ry-picker and prevented smaller 
rocks from hitting them after a 
small earthquake. 
To reach the two miners, rescue 
workers must tunnel through 40 
feet of collapsed rock without trig- 
gering another collapse. 
Yesterday, rescuers fed the 
trapped men biscuits, water, a 
protein drink and vitamin tablets 
through a tube. The men had been 
getting l>y on rancid water that 
drips through the rocks. Hnough 
oxygen also got through to keep 
them alive. 
Mining is dangerous work. 
In lanuary, 14 miners (bed In 
two accidents at mines in West 
Virginia. However, in Canada, 72 
potash miners walked away from 
MINERS,PAGE 15 
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JOHN NEWL0VE REAL ESTATE, INC. 
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260 
319 E. W00STER ST. 
(across from Taco Belli 
Hours: Mon to Fri 8:30 to 5:30, 
Saturday 8:30 to 5:00 
www.johnnewloverealestate.com 
Graduate Student Housing 
Historic Milliken Hotel 
101 S. Main Street 
• Renovated and Remodeled 
• Efficiencies 
• One Bedroom Apartments 
• A/C, garbage disposals & parking 
close to downtown 
• on site laundry 
Rent from $385/nto. 
Hours: 
Ml 9am-5pm 
Sal 9am-1 pm 
445E.WMMttrSt 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 
419-352-0717 IRIINIIIAI.   I 
Iraqis demand 
better security 
RMRycrolt AP Photo 
FEELING HELPLESS: Miners, part of a rescue team, look through a 
window of the winch house at the Beaconsfield Gold Mine yesterday. 
Shiites expect new 
government to calm 
sectarian violence 
By Ouassim Abdul-Zahra 
TH[   ASSOCIATED   PRESS 
BAGHDAD, Iraq — About 200 
Shiites, many of them women 
in full-length black abayas, 
rallied yesterday outside the 
Green Zone to demand that 
U.S. and Iraqi forces do more 
to stop attacks on Iraqis. 
Some protesters waved large 
banners with slogans demand- 
ing better care for families dis- 
placed by sectarian violence. 
One weeping woman held up 
the ID card of her husband, 
saying he was killed in a drive- 
by shooting. 
TWo Iraqi men — a soldier 
and a civilian — emerged 
from the fortified Green Zone, 
home of the U.S. Embassy and 
the Iraqi government, to meet 
with the protesters and take 
notes about their demands 
In the latest violence, four 
people were killed yesterday 
when a bomb exploded in a 
market in Madain, a mostly 
Shiite town 14 miles southeast 
of Baghdad, police said, two 
people were wounded. 
At least 15 bullet-riddled 
bodies were found in the capi - 
tal, the Interior Ministry said. 
The victims were men aged 
20-40 years; all were hand- 
cuffed and blindfolded, the 
ministry said. 
In addition, two people 
were killed yesterday in drive- 
by shootings in Diyala prov- 
ince northeast of Baghdad, 
police said. They included a 
former general in Saddam 
Hussein's army. 
U.S. officials hope the new 
Iraqi government, expected to 
be finalized this month, will 
be able to calm sectarian ten- 
sions and lure many Sunni 
Arabs away from the insur- 
gency so U.S. and other inter- 
national troops can begin 
heading home. 
President lalal Talabani was 
quoted by his office as say- 
ing Sunday that he had met 
with representatives of seven 
armed groups and was opti- 
mistic they would agree to lay 
down their arms. 
I fteferrecf 
Properties Co. 
Houses That Feel Like Homes 
www.preferr.dpropertietco com 
MAKE YOUR HOME AT: 
• Fox Run Aprs. • Mini Mall Apts. 
• Piedmont "Under Renovation"   • Triplex 
• Updated Birchwood • Houses 
• small perj allowed 
See our webiile or 
coll (or more derails 
HATES! 
SPACIOUS 
BEDROOMS 
*■■*■««■••■■*•   i 
FREE 
iHlHunkHa CHERRYWOOD 
HEALTH SPA 
• Indoor rivaled Pool 
MEMBERSHIP • «•• Ljonim 
IIIVillHtl   . Souno 
OFFICE HOURS 
Man-Frit 8.12 & 1-4 30 Salt 10-2 
530 S. Maple Si    4ia-331.*17* 
COLLEGE LIVING DOESN'T GET ANY BETTER THAN THIS ••• 
The Enclave Apartments 
Reduced Rent 
$287 Unfurnished, $314 Furnished 
'M 
»     4- 
^.'M 
(   Office Hours: 
Mon-Fri: 
8:30am-7pm 
Sat; 10am-4pm 
Sun: 12pm-4pm 
The Enclave II Apartments 
Pick your special! 
Sign today and receive 
2 GB IPOD Nano & $100 Visa Gift Card 
$300 Visa Card 
or 
$25 off your monthly installment 
restrictions <tpply 
*Partml 
Limited Time Only: 
• No Administration Fee 
• Zero Due at signing 
• No Application Fee 
kw     • No Hidden Fees 
• No Deposit 
r:,     877-819-6802 
www.collegeparkweb com Office at 706 Napoleon Rd. Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
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Locals contribute to debate 
IMMIGRATION, FROM PAGE 6 
which put limits on the number 
of people who could emigrate 
from certain countries. 
In Congress, there are cur- 
rently two camps — one wants 
to grant amnesty to millions of 
immigrants already here while 
another wants to criminalise 
those same people. 
The amnesty group wants to 
make it so that every three years 
immigrants could apply for work 
grants, accordingto Jeffrey Peake, 
an associate professor of political 
science at the University. 
On the opposite end of the 
spectrum, Peake believes crimi- 
nalizing 11 million illegal immi- 
grants would leave us with a huge 
problem since "we deal with 
them." 
Peake said the reason many 
immigrants avoid the citi/en 
ship process is because it is very 
timely and complicated. Most 
would rather avoid it and con- 
tinue working. 
Attorney J. Mark Finnegan, 
who has been practicing law for 
25 years and frequently repre- 
sents migrant farm workers, said 
Ohio is an important state in this 
battle because it plays host to 
many migrant labor camps, with 
over 180 around the Bowling 
Oscar Hidalgo AP Photo 
BOYCOTTING: Businesses in downtown Los Angeles were closed 
yesterday during a planned national day of economic protest. 
Green area. 
"We did all of this In 1986," 
said Finnegan, referring to the 
Immigration Reform and Control 
Act. "This business about things 
having to passed in a three-week 
period... that's no good." 
Finnegan said Congress 
should lake their time to come 
up with a solution that will truly 
work, lie also thinks the main 
reason immigrants come here is 
because there are jobs. Finnegan 
said if Congress lakes away the 
jobs, you solve the immigration 
problem. 
"The way to do that is to 
nail the employers," explained 
Finnegan. "Until you start nail- 
ing the employers, I don't care 
how big of a fence you build or a 
deep of a moat you make, people 
are going to get here." 
The issue of what to do with 
immigrants is also an important 
issue at the University. Brandon 
Celestino, vice-president of the 
latino Student Union, said the 
effort by some in Congress to 
criminalise is an effort to stymie 
diversity. 
"By the time it gets down to the 
average citizen, it can become 
something very ugly and have 
horrible repercussions." he said. 
l-'or the full version oflliis story, 
visit u>ww.l)gnews.coni 
Miners make contact WORLD 
MINERS, FROM PAGE 14 
an underground fire and toxic 
smoke in January after being 
locked down overnight in airtight 
chambers with oxygen, food and 
water. 
On Sunday, the Australian 
rescuers managed to drill a tiny 
tunnel that reached the min- 
ers. After feeding a cameraman's 
microphone through the narrow 
hole, they established communi- 
cation with die men. 
Russell's first words were short 
and to the point: "It's cold and 
cramped in here. Get us out!" 
Those  two  brief sentences 
— the first confirmation that 
the two survived the collapse 
— brought relief to their families 
and to- the miners working to 
reach them. 
But the joy was tempered by 
sympathy for the family of l-any 
Knight, who was crushed in the 
initial collapse and whose body 
was retrieved last week. 
"last night. Larry's family 
came down onto our front lawn 
with those 200 people and told 
us how lucky we were and shared 
our happiness, with their grief," 
Russell's father. Noel, said in a 
televised interview. "I was grate- 
ful. They were the brave people." 
Michael Kelly, Webb's father- 
in-law, described how he learned 
the miners were alive. 
"When a man rushed through 
die door, covered in mud and 
crying, we thought dial was die 
bad news," he said, "lie burst 
into the room and fell down on 
his knees in front of (Webb's wife) 
and sobbed 'I le's alive."' 
BRIEFING 
IC NEWS DIKE SOURCES 
Nepal's Cabinet to 
be named soon 
KATMANDU, Nepal (AP) — 
Top Nepalese political leaders 
decided yesterday to install a 
leaner Cabinet that will inves- 
tigate the bloody attempts to 
suppress the pro-democracy 
demonstrations that forced 
Nepal's king to yield absolute 
power last week. 
Some Cabinet ministers 
were expected to be named 
later in the day after Prime 
Minister Girija Prasad Koirala 
met widi leaders of the seven 
main political parties that 
spearheaded three weeks of 
protest. 
No Worries. No Hassle. 
Winthrop & Summit Terrate Property A Property B 
High Speed Internet Included Rent Not Included Rent Not Included Rent 
Heat Included Rent Not Included Rent Not Included Rent 
Hot Water Included Rent Not Included Rent Not Included Rent 
Private Shuttle Yes No No 
Pools Yes No No 
App Fee No Yes Yes 
Extra Storage Yes No No 
Flexible Lease Yes No No 
Security Deposit $200 (min) 1 Month 1 Month 
Winthrop a Summit Terrace «*> 
Winthrop & Summit Terrace Apts • Office: 400 E. Napoleon Rd 
M - F 9:00 - 5:00 & Sat 10:00 - 2:00 Sunday Hours: 1 2-3 
419.352.9135 
www.winthroplerrace.com • email us: winlhrop@gerdenich.com 
CHECK OUT 
Ream quired Student Insurance 
/ Can still get your grades & register for classes with an 
informational hold. 
S Read all information on the waiver form. 
S MUST have insurance card to complete waiver. 
To enter insurance info, click "waive or enroll" button. 
/ Click "I am exempt" button if taking less than 8 hours or 
not registered on main campus. 
/ Waiver page cannot be reset. 
/ CAN USE Student Health Service regardless of any 
action you take. 
ALL BGSU Students can use the Student Health Service. 
Help Wanted Help Wanted 
City Events 
WC HUMANE SOCIETY GARAGE 
SALE. Grandstand. Fairgrds. BG. 
Thurs. 5/25 and Fri.. 5/26 9a-6p and 
Sat 5 27 9a 2p $2 bag day on Sal 
DONATIONS ACCEPTED Mon. 
5/22 and Tues . 523 10a-7p and 
Wed. 5/24 I0a-6p CONSOLE 
TVS. LARGE APPLIANCES. SOFA 
BEDS AND AC WILL NOT BE AC- 
CEPTED 
Childcare needed our home-P burg. 
3 days wk. Ages 2. 9 & 11. own 
transportation necessary, Call in 
evening (4191874-3541 
Fun Summer Jobs located on 
Lake Erie's Shore!!! Artists & An 
Enthusiasts Apply!!! Housing 
Available!!! Call [574) 532 9437 
Visit www.kamansarl.com 
Servers & Hosts Needed. Gourmet 
of China Restaurant. Weekends 
Available. (419) 893-9465 
Lost/Found 
LOST FLUTE! Last seen on Thurs- 
day. March 2. 2006 (right belore 
spring break!) at the SUNDIAL at 
the table next to Shadows! It lound. 
please contact Michael Lui at 419- 
490-6862 or luih@bgsu edu. Re- 
ward Provided1 (Sentimental Value1) 
Wanted 
GRADUATION TICKETS NEEDED 
4:30 ceremony. WILLING TO PAY' 
Call Gabe 330-340-4506 
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 
College Pro is now hiring painters to 
work outdoors with other students. 
Earn $3000 - $5000 Advancement 
opportunities. 1 -888-277-9787. 
www.collegepro com 
Summer Job Opportunity 
Looking (or exceptional person to 
spend 30 hrs'wk w 2 children. 7 & 9 
in our BG home. You must be de- 
pendable wilh own transportation. 
Flexible hours, exc. pay. rel req'd. 
Resume to BobL96@aol.com. 
 Call 4t9 346-7508  
Lawn Care Workers Needed. Full & 
Part Time Available. A good driving 
record is a must* If interested, call 
Jeff Utz (419)874-1945 
•BARTENDING1 up to $300 day No 
exp necessary. Training provided 
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174. 
Now hiring PT night audit & house- 
keepers Apply in person   LaQuinta 
1154 Professional Dr. Perrysburg 
Summer Work 
$15.25 Base- Appl 
FT PT with flex sched  customer 
sales svc. No soliciting or canvass- 
ing, all ages 17 and Older, sholar- 
ships awarded conditions exist 
Apply no. start after finals 
419-861-3855 or 
Online www.wotlstQfstuOflnls.CQrT, 
AUTO-CAD 
Entry Level position for N Toledo Co 
Engineering skills recommended 
and basic computer knowledge 
Temp to perm, positions 
Please send resume to 
Precision Steel HR Dept 
31 E Sylvama Toledo. OH 43612 
Babysitter lor 13 & 9 yr old. M-F 
Summer 10:30-2 15 Haskms must 
have transportation 419-823-1809 
Cleaning & misc help needed 
starting 5 06 for 2 weeks' 
(419) 353-0325 
Help Wanted 
Looking for Bartenders and wait- 
resses Call 419-823-4081 after 
3pm 
Part-time Chikfcare 'or 7 & 11 year 
old girls in Perrysburg. Hours flexi 
We Must have transportation. Email: 
sworiey@bgnetbgsu.edu 
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE 
MONEY! Maine camp needs fun 
loving counselors to teach all activi- 
ties. Great summer' Call 888-844- 
HELP WANTED1 NOW AND DUR- 
ING SUMMER VACATION 
Our company is seeking employees 
to perform unskilled light production 
work We offer flexible hours- will 
work around your schedule- availa- 
ble shirts 7:30am- 8 30am; 8:30am- 
11 30am; 12:00 noon- 2:30 pm; 2 30 
pm- 5:00pm. 5 30pm- 8 30pm Many 
BGSU students work here. Easy 
walk from campus Pay is S6.00 per 
hour providing you work a minimum 
of 15 hours per week Work a mini- 
mum ol 15 hours per week or over 
40 hours with overtime. Pick- up an 
application at our office. Advanced 
Specialty Products Inc 428 Clough 
St., Bowling Green. OH 43402.. 
Sports Technician-Provide and co- 
ordinate appropriate framing and 
competition opportunities in Special 
Olympics and unified sports activi- 
ties. Part-time: contracted position. 
Salary commensurate with position 
Application deadline is 5 8 06 Appli- 
cation packet available 8.00am- 
4:30pm at Wood Lane School. Ent 
B, 11160 E Gypsy Lane Rd. Bowling 
Green. OH. EOE.  
Rapidly growing gymnastics facility 
is seeking qualified applicants for 
part-lime coaches Responsibilities 
include instruction of rec classes 
and compulsory team practices Ex- 
perience coaching USAG compulso- 
ry levels is a MUST' 419-873-0511. 
INDIVIDUALS NEEDED FOR RE- 
SEARCH STUDIES   The Pfizer Re 
search Clinic in Ann Arbor is seek 
rng healthy men and women ages 
18 to 55. for participation in upcom- 
ing drug research studies Study 
participation requires a slay of 10 to 
20 days m the Research Clinic. In- 
dividuals will be paid for participating 
m study activity. Payment for study 
participation ranges from $1800- 
$2500 You must not take daily 
prescription medications or have 
any chronic Illness. You must be 
a non-smoker or light smoker to 
be eligible. A pre screening proc 
ess is required For more informa- 
tion, call the Research Recruiters at 
1-800-567-8804 Pfizer Research 
Clinic. 2800 Plymouth Rd.. Ann Ar- 
bor. Ml 48105 
COSl Toledo is now hiring oulgoing 
individuals to deliver science content 
to visitors in a fun and engaging 
manner  Will work weekends with 
occasional weekdays 12-24 
hoursvweek. Send resume to. 
frank@cositoledo.org 
Desk Clerk Needed 3 Days/Week 
Weekends a Must' Additional Shifts 
Possible  Please stop by Buckeye 
Inn & Studios. 1740 E Wooster to 
apply. (419)352-1520. 
For Sale 
'91 Blue Corvette Coupe. Auto. All 
Pwr, Blk Leather. 77 000 miles. 
Stored Winter. S7.900 OBO 
 (419)308-0079  
For Sale - Pool Table. $100 OBO 
Perfect for house or outdoors. 
Accessories Included. Call Eric 
614-581-9311 
For Rent 
HOUSE 4 bedim. $900 * utilities 
Pets neg. Available 6 i 06 
802 Napoleon Rd. 419-352-5026. 
2-4 people. 2BR. new carpet, stove. 
AC. May 06-Aug. 06. 218 N Enter 
pnse. (330) 608-8748 
3 Bedroom House at 
718 3rd Street 
Call 308-2457 
oPHauR •  ■ ■    -    NITROGEN FOR YOUR TIRf S ■    • (XfflZ Tire lift (&$% Tlrt pressure rettntion 
£#$3 Fuel economy    £$$3, Environment friendly 
SM www.thellreman.com for details. 
TIRE SAVINGSF      BRAKES      ; MECHANICAL | 0(L CHANGE 
■/. 
M.mMOff    j« 
J ANY Mechanical Repalri ^ 
•Sana. BwuuMTti: 
!  *-i_>    On ANY 4 tl'es 
J   Induct r«£E Alrgnm«nt Ch*cli 
ON ANY jj ALIGNMENT l! with Tire Rotation", 
 ■■   1W20. ■■» o« 10WSO lKM*d   ■ 
Brake Service   ■ FREE Alignment Check!  ■"""*. mt <»„**«*.  , 
iooix«Mcou'in»mia»i«ios,!i <A .sooTxiiotKouwiiwni'OMisos. u otirtoanoMcn-intffuonvsot u «■ 
WE WELCOME COMPANY CARS & NATONA. ACCOUN'S 
zassmuro smia CEMIIIIS c 
MS South Main St.«*t ■ AcroM Irani ALDI Food. 
FREE SHUTTLE 
TO & FROM 
BGSU CAMPUS 
Find More Coupons @> thetlreman.com 
INCLUDES 
Chassis Lubs 
AMD 
Fluid Top-ofts' ■ •(-•en Chan* 
Campbell Hill 
Apartments 
2 bedroom townhousos 
L 
Bring in this coupon and SAVE! 
_     .—     _     _ . •»■     —. «a^*^»W 
I $10WDISCOUNT • 
I On rent for 12 month liases starting I 
■ Summer 2006 i 
I listed below at Campbell Hill Apts. | 
I #113,118.123 i 
Eapnes 4/2SV08 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
445 E. Wooster 
Bowling Green, OH 
(419)352-0717 
www.greenbriarrentals.com 
16 Tuesday. May 2,2006 WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
For Rent For Rent For Rent 
424 E Wooster Lg 3 bdrm Availa- 
ble August 2006 $900 all utilities in 
eluded Call 419-9346156 or 419- 
6193833.  
Large 3 bedroom C A 125 Ccim 
12 mo. lease, available in August. 
SlOOOmo . util. (734)-789-8477 
Lg 2 BR. W D. Upstairs Duplex. 8th 
St. Avail 5 06. $595 mo . Shuttle 
Stop close (419) 352-8872 
Lg Elt Apt Pnv i 2 blk BGSU. 
AC No Smok. Grad P'el $395 . 
util. 1 yr lease. (419) 353-3855 
3BB Hse 11'2 Blocks Irom S Cen- 
tral Campus. Nice n'bhood. lg. 
ktchn., LR, utility. $885. 352 7090 
3BR. 2BA, LR.DR. Util. W/D Hook 
up / Garage. Avail. 5 8. Grove St. 
$750 mo. 6 blocks trom campus. 
(419)352-8872 
Lg.. 2 BR WD. 1st Fl Duplex. 8th 
St.. Avail 806. $595 mo. Gar Avail 
Shuttle stop close (419)352-8872 
Liberty Street 
1 bedroom apartments 
Quiet area. New kitchen. Bath 
Highland Management 
 419-354 6036 
Male has turnished room to rent with 
freedom o( house to clean, neat & 
honest student $200 deposit $250 
rent. No other bills. (419) 354-6117 
OPPORTUNITIES! 
Home City ICE 
Route Delivery & Packaging 
Positions Available 
$7.00  $12.00+ Per Hour 
Part-Time. Year Round 
Full Time in the summer 
www.homecityice.com 
418 S Summit Street 
2 bedrooms. Great Location 
one comes w garage 
washer & dryer/dishwasher 
Highland Management 
 419-354-6036  
Houses & Apartments 
12 month leases only 
S Smith Contracting. LLC 
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave 
Office Open 10-2M • F 
www.poapaflrnen1s.Him 
Jay-Mar 
2 bedroom apartments 
Great location w/ university shuttle 
pick-up. Central air/dishwasher 
Laundry on site 
Highland Management 
419-354-6036 
BUILD V0UR 
FUTURE! 
\ (P f£ f£C£C? ^(£ 
I lave your loans paid 
otl [iv jyadualioji 
without lilt stK'ss III 
havim; In liml a job! 
Start now and see 
how rewarding your 
future can be. 
We Help. 
Lock in your summer |ob nowH       ">UB succi"ls m BUSIM(SS 
1 800 899 8070        I CALL 1 866 572 4964 
FUN, EXCITING AND 
EXHILARATING NOW 
QUALIFIES AS A 
JOB DESCRIPTION 
Hrijjhi  o. 
IO help 
qavad (toward about Red Buff? 
.vfMm.ihk- jinl 
in-hK ■... n i -1ri tin- 
Red Hull Mohik-I IKHS   KMm 
Ytn put linH'jirf" «ill rv li» hit DK 
ttmh il>' 
nivdnl  Al "<«k. a: 
on the nwL you'll go mywtem JI«I 
CI.•!>«hen i« «'■■'• ii <•' i»i<r>lc *i*1 
miphi bctirad md i 
A couple til rulcv Vm <lhiuUI K M 
have -i food driving record 
la in wuri flaibfa noon, 
irKhitlfiu HfWtondl Ind iM runr- 
Urn OHM mi|-<n.ntK. you alouU hive 
Idiuae Hqjh OMf|) IS \ 
OIV1 N   we'll -upj'K itowiiln pt! 
ii Manniidi like h 
download an «ppl* 
rtuwirdlwllmct.i'iii 
Red Bull 
ENERGY DRINK 
(V^ atrruAfv ^f t/temaJ 
•loh INTkKS'l VI t IIKIVt: 
l.\il l.-,'l ( oriK'rull--.', Hllcl Rl 2H4 
All. STADIUM SEATING 
■•art; r<M>m MVHIUItlt- lor l.lrlh.lus 
|iuHl.-s.»i-viiMillKr<>iipN 
4 ill for inl..riii»ilon 
2 Day Advance Ticket Sales 
Advance Tickets 'or Mission Impossible 
3 are Now Available 
AKEELAHANDIHf BEEireil 154:15 7151000 
ICE AGE: THE MELTDOWN |PC)      100130 
3053355105407157:45920950 
• BVlPOl 1:00 3 15 5 30 745 10:00 
UNITED 93 mi 1 004 00 7 00945 
THE SENTINEl |PC-11| I 45 4 15 7:00 9:30 
STICK IT IPC-131 I 30 4 00 7 00 9 30 
• SILENT HILL IRI I 50 4 30 7:20 10:00 
SCARYMOVI14|PO-13| 1 15145 3:15 3:50 
515 5 55 715 800 9:1510:00 
THE WILD id I 00 3 00 5 00 7:00 9:00 
THEBENCHWARMEHSIPC i3i     ■ 10320 
530740950 
MIINPIS nilRMiSHII SEAR Ml SHimv.i -., 
I HID \S SIMMS Ml sr.MS All NWWSSLU 
LUCKV NUMBER SLEVINfAl 100 710 9:30 
BASIC INSTINCT 2|R| 4 15 7:009:15 
THE HIUS HAVE EYES IRl     4 007:109:20 
16 BLOCKS (PC-131 4157.20930 
EIGHT BELOWIPOI 4007 00920 
WHEN A STRANGER CALLS |PG i J       5 30 
7 3C 9 30 
Attention Students 
Muilbe m.iroi.k-r 
Summei Uml. Available 
Permanent I nil I iine foaitioni is Well 
ImcTRihipi v ■ in Scholanhlpt A* 
valuable Work bipci ■ i ,..ll...i ln...mc • l „i,...,H, w..,. 
Flexible Sctied rYourPcapleSlulb'IncrcsieYourRi 
• i  Dua 
( ompan) Expansion in Progress 
Due io in In 
N.X.I- V.1 
MX in Producl LinciOui GrowfJajCoaipan) 
.nil tveenen io l ill Immediate Opcningi In; 
SeHipandl) rvice< Selce. and Management M 
Hiring for All Department! Immediate!) ' NoPrcviou. i 
Rrqmri'tl * lull < ■impJiiv  I raining * liniiiti'Mli- I JI 'i 
*400-si:«"/\vc\-i to Stan ' > all immediate!) M' Interview 
419-776-4012 .«800-809-9006 
2 BR Apt. behind Quarters Bar, 
$460 turnished (Gas 4 Cable mcl I. 
May 14 - Aug. 6, (419) 908-0627 
Female Summer Subleaser Needed 
$267.50/mo. . util. 1 Roommate. 
Avail 5'8. (4191354 9740 
4 Summer Subleasers Needed. 
Copper Beech. 4BR. 4 1 2BA 
FREE Mos. Rent, (4401 823-9108 
Apanments S Houses 
May & August 
www.tilerentals.com 
419 353-8206 tor appointment 
Summer Subleaser Needed. Avail 
511  2BRApt Close to Campus. 
Lv. Msg. (419) 610-6537 
Summer Subleasers Needed. 2 3BR 
House. Cheap Renl. 216 Manville. 
 (419)307-1908  
1. 2 & 3 BR Apartments by 
Waler Tower on Manville 
 352-5239  
2 bedroom house 131 Cum 
WD. Non-smoking, quiel area. 
$70O.mo t utilities 419-353-3855 
Call now and ask about our specials 
1 and 2 bedroom apts  available in 
serene  park-like  setting.   Includes 
dishwasher, heat, water and trash 
Bowling Green Village 352-6335 
fT MONTH FREE 
(atn!     Irairii* 
Wilibi'il) 
I Nraomlr WoAfffltmmlsnow 
PIKIS imqr lion 
!IW )IS 
6-9-UMonth 
lp*SPS JvdlldWp 
•..■'i rap) 
419-352-7691 
r 709 5th Street 
APARTMENTS 
\ 
2Bdrm.,2FullBath,C/A 
Shuttle stop across the street 
S500/month   Full Year Lease 
For Rental Information: 
Contact Jack at 
1-800-829-8638 
or Steve at 
(419)352-1150 V 
The Daily Crossword Fix 
brought to you by bookstore 
832 3rd St Close to BGSU Newly 
painted. 3BR. 1 BA. AC. privacy. 
fenced in back yard $870'rno. - dep 
You pay util. Call 419-392-2812 
BG duplex lower. 3 bdrm & 2 lull 
baths. Avail. Immed. or Aug. No 
Petsl 419-467-1155 Prot'Grad pre! 
Close to campus. $490 mo. plus all 
util Small pets OK w'dep. Available 
immed. May or Aug 419-409-1110. 
Shamrock Condos 1 or 2 bedroom 
units $650 *. Quiet tenants desired 
419-354-0070 www.shamtockvilla- 
aoixn-imiiniiim:. CO!." 
Subleaser needed either May-July 
or June-July. $300'mo * util. Man- 
ville Ave Call 740-407-5085. 
Subleasers lor Summer. 249 Man- 
ville. $1000'mo 4BR. close to cam- 
pus S bars' (440) 339-4877 
Summer Roommate Needed May- 
Aug. 2 BR 2 bath, close to campus. 
$280. mo * electric and cable. 
 Call 330-730-0596.  
Summer Sublease May 4th-July15th 
1BFV8A Apt unfurnished. S250/mo , 
price negotiable. (419) 656-6069 
Summer Subleaser Needed 
Copper Beech. Own BR BA Avail 
2nd wk/May. Aug. Rent already 
paid. (330)607-6439 
ACROSS 
ACROSS 
1  industrial arts class 
5 Winter Palace ruler 
9 Ruffian cadres 
14 Red hot flower? 
15 Imprint clearly 
16 Met production 
17 -Ude, Russia 
18 Roster listing 
19 Porkers' pads 
20 Happy retirement 
23 Boastful talk 
24 Pseudonym 
25 Four score 
27 Sharp turn 
30 Ballpark fig. 
31 Family man 
32 Soulful Hayes 
34 Throw 
36 Irritate 
40 Eve. often 
43 Court proceeding 
DOWN 
1 Haul off and bett 
2 Sign of saintliness 
3 Nearly round 
4 Bamboo-eating mammal 
5 Wimbledon game 
6 Kind of mom 
7 High spots 
8 Flightless bird 
9 Dish the dirt 
10 Suited for 
11 Pony's comment 
12 Eminent 
13 Impudent 41 
21 Chosen ones 42 
22 King's domain 47 
26 Third Greek letter 49 
27 Vitamin pill mineral        51 
28 Laos locale 52 
29 Prevents from speak-   53 
ing 54 
31 Reporters' hangouts 
33 In the lead 
35 Mentalist Geller 
37 Bird in hieroglyphics 
38 Gala event 
39 Soleil Moon _ of 
"Punky Brewstec" 
No-no 
African antelope 
Circus tent 
BB. e.g. 
Trades 
Receipt number 
Band together 
Red of oil well fire- 
ftghtmg fame 
Fit to suit 
Lecherous look 
"Norma" song 
High cry 
Mall enticement 
Tell it like it isn't 
44 Writer Kingsley 
45 Nonclerics 
46 French cleric 
48 Healthful getaway 
50 Told ya! 
51 Photographer's workshop 
54 Bout site 
56 Triumphed over 
57 Fond memories subject 
62 Slightly inclined 
64 London lockup 
65 Neck of the woods 
66 Barbecue site 
67 Soil sweetener 
68 Medicinal tablet 
69 Alarm's disruption 
70 Once, once 
71 Magnetic recording 
ANSWERS 
3   d   V   111   S  H   llri   -i   -I    I   S 
i      i   dlj n  i    '1"  '   '  * A 
v 3 a v|i 0 « <>li   I   i   i v 
SAvaaioaooo|NOiv 
| | | VIN 3 a v | o  i  a n 
is|vds|3sev||| 
>   1   1   V 1 |S   1   (IV   |   3SV3 
uaGttBNBUOllHOIN 
1   1    1    N   |   1    u  n   H   |   3   >  1   S    1 
H   |   v   A   »   A   |    1    15   q   |  n   V   7 
O    i    3   |   S   V    1    1   V   |   |   | 
SVO|stiV3AN3Dli 
S   3   1   1   s|3 n V   rilrl V   i n 
M       A riKi i   i   <■> 
•i »■ N w MHH v S   I Bii n M s; 
Telephone: 419-372-2851 
Email: bookstore@bgsu.edu 
Website: bookstore.bgsu.edu 
UNIVERSITY 
bookstore 
ourUnJversTtyTYour 
i/y   Monday-Thursday 
fy      9:00am-7:3Opm 
Friday 
9:00am-5;30pm 
Saturday - Sunday 
Noon -5:30pm 
O 
For Rent For Rent For Rent 
■"Houses Avail 06-07 Next to BGSU 
5-6 Bdrm 321 E Merry »C 
3 Bdrm 309 E Merry' 211 E Reed St 
2 Bdrm 304 Court St Up-next to dwn 
Aflls  1 & 2 Bdrm 316 S 311 E Merry 
Summer only & 1st Session $199mo 
Call 419 353-0325/canyrenlalscon' 
Retired teacher and professor will 
share house with graduate student 
or other professor 5 bdrm. 2 wood 
burning fireplaces, wooded lot. 
S255 mo includes all utilities. Call 
after 7 and leave message. 
(419)352-5523 
HOUSES 
FOR Rl NT 
514 S. COLLEGE DR. <!B 
$900 plus unities 
4]S i. CHURCH ST. 
$985 plus clear* 
441. N. ENTERPRISE 
S72S plus utilities 
111 $. MAIN ST. 
$615 plus utilities 
13J W. MERI1Y ST. 
$1150 plus electric 
Ironed for S tenants! 
937 SCOTT HAMILTON 
SW5 ptus uutfei  
Seeking 1 additional female room- 
mate. 3 bdrm. 1.5 bath, house on S. 
Summit, from 8il5n6-8il5!07. Rent 
is $350.month . utilities. Call Kristi 
for details at 419-494-6911 
"Houses Avail.06-07 Next to BGSU 
5-6 bdrm 321 E Merry «C 
3 bdrm 315 8 309 1/2 E. Merry 
2bdrm211 E.Reeddown 
finis.) S 2 bdrm 316 & 311 E Merry 
+ More see Cartyren1als.com or 
call 419 353-0325 9am 9pm. Also 
Summer S1st session leases avail 
BUCKEYE 
SELF - STORAGE 
2 New Buildings 
•Near Campus 
•Low Rates 
•Open 24 Hours 
•Summer Leases 
•Clean 
•Many Sizes 
Don't Make Extra Work 
Leave Your "Things ! 
Brand new apt in walking distance 
trom campus. 1 bdrm, lg living room, 
no pets, off street parking $450'mo 
Available now 419-654-5716 
Summit Terrace 2BR Apt. all util. 
incl. but electric. $5351 month 
5 06 6/07.(419)654-0597 
The Highlands 
1 bedroom apanments. 
Newly Remodeled. Quiet Area 
Laundry on site: 
Highland Management. 
419 354-6036 
The Homestead 
1 S 2 bedroom lotl apartments. 
Newly remodeled. 
Close to downtown. Laundry on site. 
with extra storage 
Highland Management 
419-354-6036 
_y 
CALL US ABOUT OUR 
SUMMER RENTAL DEALS! 
NEWIPVE 
Rentals 
419-352-5620 
332 S. MAIN ST. 
V.WW.N1 WI.OVI Kl NI US.COM 
Summer 
Storage! 
Call Today to 
Reserve Unit: 
352-1520 
1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments 
From Only $480! 
On selected floor plans 
• Ground floor ranch 
• Private entrance 
• Patio 
• Spacious kitchen 
• Pets welcome! 
:REE HEAT 
1 
.ABSII t SOUAM 
APMTHHNT1 
I^H    .'(-.VIAM 
| U,opp«On 1
         ' fcHftt>M*n 
N 
t 
VARSITY SQUARE 
apartments 
419-353-7715 tiJ 
Management Inc. 
wrww.meccabg.com 
KEEP WATCHING FOR SPECIALS 
LOG ON TODAY TO: 
• View our 2006/2007 availability 
• View pictures, map of locations, 
paperwork and other info to make 
your search easier. 
• www.meccabg.com 
NOW   RENTING   FOR   2006-2007 
Stop by office for listing! 
1045 N. Main Suite 7B    419.353.5800 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402     info@meccabg.com 
